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A clinician’s assessment of pain conditions relies on a patient’s self-reported 
measures of pain and discomfort. Moreover, very little is known about the detailed 
changes in pain intensity and distribution between consultations. Momentary 
assessment of pain can mitigate recall bias and prove advantageous towards the 
management of pain. However, easily quantifiable measures of momentary pain are 
limited. The development of digital health technologies can help to overcome and 
improve these limitations as well as creating new opportunities to dive deeper into 
the mechanisms of pain. 
The aim of this PhD project was to assess spatiotemporal changes of self-reported 
pain intensity and distribution (extent and location) in experimental and clinical 
pain, using state-of-the-art digital pain mapping technology. The objectives of this 
PhD were (1) to acquire and quantify changes of momentary pain and discomfort 
intensity and distribution over time, and (2) to assess the advantages, limitations, 
and barriers of use of the pain mapping technology. 
This PhD project utilized patients with musculoskeletal chronic spinally referred 
pain, as well as two different models to induce pain and discomfort in healthy 
participants. Patients with chronic pain mapped and tracked their pain intensity and 
distribution over time. A well-established experimental pain model was used to 
induce transient acute musculoskeletal low-back pain and aimed to assess dose-
response differences in evoked intensity and extent over time. A second model 
induced experimental discomfort and aimed to explore changes in perception.  
The first study demonstrated and characterized dose-response differences in saline-
evoked spatiotemporal pain intensity and distribution over time, supporting the 
relevance of repeated momentary pain assessment. The second study revealed 
previously unseen fluctuations in pain intensity and extent over a prolonged period, 
in patients with spinally referred pain. Additionally, results revealed patients’ 
characteristics and barriers of use that influenced reporting compliance. Finally, the 
third study supported the use of modifiable animations to assist with the 
quantification of real-time changes in quality descriptors.  
In conclusion, the current PhD thesis provides evidence of spatiotemporal changes 
of pain and discomfort and proposes novel digital pain metrics that may support the 
assessment of pain. Results from this PhD contribute to our understanding of the 
patients’ pain experience and underscores the use of digital pain mapping in 
experimental and clinical research.  
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En klinikers vurdering af en smertetilstand er afhængig af patientens selv-
rapporterede målinger af vedkommendes smerte og ubehag. Desuden vides meget 
lidt om de detaljerede ændringer i smerteintensitet og fordeling mellem 
konsultationer. Momentan vurdering af smerte kan dæmpe erindringsbias og vise sig 
fordelagtig i behandlingen af smerter. Imidlertid er let kvantificerbare mål for 
øjeblikkelig smerte begrænset. Udviklingen af digitale sundhedsteknologier kan 
hjælpe med at overvinde og forbedre disse begrænsninger samt skabe nye 
muligheder for at dykke dybere ned i mekanismerne for smerte. 
Formålet med dette ph.d.-studie var at vurdere spatiotemporale ændringer i 
selvrapporteret smerteintensitet og -fordeling (omfang og udbredelse) i tilstande af 
eksperimentel og klinisk smerte ved hjælp af avancerede digitale 
smertekortlægningsløsninger. Formålet med ph.d.-studiet var (1) at indhøste og 
kvantificere ændringer i intensiteten af momentan smerte og ubehag samt udbredelse 
af smerte over tid og (2) at vurdere fordele, begrænsninger og barrierer i forbindelse 
med brug af smertekortlægningsteknologi. 
Ph.d.-studiet anvendte to forskellige modeller til at fremkalde smerte og ubehag hos 
raske forsøgsdeltagere samt patienter med muskuloskeletale spinale refererede 
smerter. Der blev anvendt en veletableret eksperimentel smertemodel til at 
fremkalde kortvarig akut muskuloskeletal lændesmerte med det formål at vurdere 
dosis-respons-forskelle i den fremkaldte intensitet og udbredelse over tid. En anden 
model påførte eksperimentelt ubehag med det formål at undersøge ændringer i 
perception.  
Det første studie påviste og karakteriserede dosis-respons-forskelle i 
saltvandsinduceret spatiotemporal smerteintensitet og -udbredelse over tid og 
støttede relevansen af gentagen momentan smertemåling. Det andet studie foreslår 
tidligere usete udsving i smerteintensitet og udbredelse over en længerevarende 
periode hos patienter med refererede spinale smerter. Endvidere afslørede 
resultaterne patienternes karakteristika og de barrierer ved brugen, som påvirkede 
overholdelsen af indrapporteringen. Endelig støttede det tredje studie brugen af 
modificerbare animationer til at assistere med kvantificering af realtidsændringer i 
kopslige følelser.  
Afslutningsvis påviser denne ph.d.-afhandling spatiotemporale ændringer i smerte 
og ubehag og afslører nye digitale smertemålesystemer, som kan understøtte 
vurderingen af smerte. Resultaterne bidrager til vores forståelse af patienters 
smerteoplevelse og retfærdiggør brug af digital smertekortlægning i eksperimentelle 
og kliniske forsøg. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 THE ASSESSMENT OF PAIN 
Pain is a multidimensional and subjective sensory perception. The International 
Association of Pain (IASP) defines pain as “an unpleasant sensory and emotional 
experience associated with, or resembling that associated with, actual or potential 
tissue damage, or described in terms of such a damage”1 (1). The subjective nature 
of pain leads patient-reported outcome measures (PROMS), such as intensity ratings 
and quality descriptors, to be the most highly recommended approach during the  
assessment of pain (2). However, it is a clinician’s interpretation of these PROMS 
that can help determine a meaningful picture of the pain experience (3) to assist in 
the clinical decision-making process. Therefore, the accuracy of the patient-clinician 
communication of pain and sensory perceptions plays an essential role in the 
assessment of pain. 
The intensity of pain and sensory perceptions can be rated using different scales, 
such as the Numerical Rating Scale (NRS), the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), and 
the Verbal Rating Scale (VRS) (4). These intensity rating scales aim to simplify the 
perceived sensation to a number from 0 “no pain” to 10 “worst imaginable pain”. 
Furthermore, these scales rely on the ability of the patients to condense the sensation 
perceived over a past time, to a single number (5).  
Quality descriptors characterize painful sensations (e.g. throbbing, dull ache), as 
well as sensations provoking discomfort, namely dysesthesias (e.g. burning, electric, 
itch) and paraesthesias (e.g. numbness, tingling) (1,7). These quality descriptors 
provide valuable information during assessment (8–10) and play an important role in 
the understanding of mechanisms of pain (2,8,11,12). Questionnaires, such as the 
McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ) (13,14) and painDETECT (15,16), are used 
routinely to identify quality descriptors and assist in the differential diagnosis.  
Other common PROMS capture the spatial spread of pain and discomfort using 
body charts. Classic pen-to-paper body charts display 2D silhouettes of a male or 
female body from different viewpoints (anterior, posterior, lateral right, and lateral 
left). Pain drawings can be a useful tool to visually represent the pain distribution 
(extent and location) (17) and improve the understanding of underlying pain 
mechanisms (18–20) in the clinical population. Pain drawings have been used to 
develop maps of pain distribution patterns that have become clinical diagnostic tools 
(21–29), such as dermatome and myotome maps (30), cervical zygapophyseal joint 
pain patterns (31,32), and myofascial trigger point pain patterns (33). However, pain 
maps may have been determined based on cross-sectional studies in healthy 
participants (30,31,33–36). As such, the knowledge obtained from these maps may 
be missing relevant information on how pain and sensory perceptions progress or 
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regress over time (spatiotemporal pattern).  
There are few longitudinal studies outlining changes in the overall regions of pain 
over a sustained period (37–43). Very little is known about the detailed changes in 
pain intensity and distribution over time in experimental and clinical pain and 
whether these changes are relevant to the clinical practice. Therefore, in order to 
advance pain mapping, the development of novel pain metrics would be needed to 
more accurately quantify and capture changes in pain distribution and sensory 
perceptions. At an experimental level, digital pain mapping can explore the dynamic 
relationship between sensory perception and stimulation to gain a deeper 
understanding of pain mechanisms. At a clinical level, digital pain mapping can 
minimize pain recall biases, improve patient-clinician communication, and explore 
changes of pain and discomfort over time, thereby assisting the clinical decision-
making process. 
1.2 THE EVOLUTION OF PAIN MAPPING AND BODY CHARTS  
In 1949, pain drawings were first described as a differential diagnosis tool to assess 
whether pain symptoms originated from organic lesions or functional nervous 
disorders (44). Visual inspection revealed that the pain drawing’s symmetry was a 
key diagnostic feature and concluded that pain drawings depicted a clear visual 
representation of pain syndromes (44). 
Simple visual inspection of pain drawings continued to be used to identify 
differences in pain extent and location. Pain maps that were developed from visual 
inspection are still in use in clinical practice (30–32,44,45). However, the methods 
for the mapping of pain have evolved over time (46). Pain drawings used dots, lines 
and crosses to visually represented the location of different pain and sensory 
perceptions (14,43,47). For example, a cross could represent pain, whereas a 
discontinued line could represent tingling. Other methods divided the body charts 
into different body regions, and patients filled out the area or areas of where their 
pain was located (48–50) and used different colors to report different quality 
descriptors (51). In an effort to advance the quantification of pain extent, grids made 
of small squares were superimposed to a body chart or pain drawings to count the 
number of colored squares (52,53), as an indirect measure of pain extent (pain area). 
Pain drawing scoring systems were then developed as a psychological screening tool 
for low-back pain based on the symmetry, extent, and location of the pain (49,54–
56). However, these scoring systems were not able to be validated or correlated to 
known psychological screening and evaluation tools (57–60). Pain drawings became 
digitized in the 1990s (61–64), and more advanced computerized scoring systems 
were developed using software assessment (65), statistical methods (66), and 
artificial neuronal networks (67,68) to detect patterns of pain distribution. These 
computerized scoring systems have shown similar sensitivity to experienced 
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clinicians to classify pain drawings into different diagnostic categories in patients 
with low-back pain (65–67). The use of pixel-count was also described as a method 
to quantify experimentally evoked paraesthesias (69). However, there is still no gold 
standard to quantify pain extent (70).  
Currently in 2020, patients can indicate the pain distribution (area and location) by 
drawing directly onto a body chart on a mobile device (62,63,71,72). Digital pain 
drawings in 2D or 3D body charts have shown good correlation with pen-to-paper 
pain drawings (61,64,70,73–75). A clear advantage from digital pain drawings is the 
ability to systematically quantify the pain extent by extracting the number of pixels 
from the coloured areas. The use of digital pain drawings to map and track changes 
of pain and discomfort may assist to identify pain patterns (20,76) and reveal 
changes in sensory perceptions (77). A table with a summary of studies using pain 
drawings, including the methodological milestones, has been added at the end of this 
thesis (see appendix). 
1.3 ECOLOGICAL MOMENTARY ASSESSMENT OF SELF-
REPORTED PAIN  
The accuracy of PROMS of pain relies on the patient’s pain memory recall (78–82), 
as a patient’s pain onset may occur a long time before the assessment. Factors 
influencing pain intensity recall include the intensity of the actual experience of pain 
(78,79,83), stress or distress (84,85), and pain catastrophizing (82,86,87). To reduce 
possible pain recall biases (exaggeration or lessening) acquiring electronic PROMS 
(ePROMS) in real-time as they occur (momentary) may offer more accurate 
information (88–90). Additionally, the acquisition of momentary pain ePROMS 
remotely, from the patients’ own environment and context (ecological) can provide 
detailed relevant information (88–90). Ecological momentary assessment (EMA) of 
pain electronic ePROMS can provide momentary pain data repeatedly over time 
between clinical consultations that can be relevant for pain assessment and 
monitoring (88–90). Repeated momentary data collection can assist in characterizing 
and accurately describe the dynamic changes of the experience of pain over an 
extended period (89,90).  
1.4 DIGITAL PAIN MAPPING 
Digital health (eHealth) allows for the acquisition, storage, and sharing of digital 
biomarkers remotely, making eHealth the ideal methodology for the EMA of pain. 
Digital biomarkers are a composite of medical data collected directly by the patient 
(91), from the patient (92), using technology, such as digital platforms, as well as 
applications (apps) and wearables. Pain tracking apps, such as those for pain 
mapping, can acquire digital pain biomarkers, namely intensity ratings, quality 
descriptors, and pain drawings, remotely to reveal the spatiotemporal course of pain 
and discomfort, thereby gaining a broader understanding of the pain experience and 
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improving the accuracy of pain communication.  
1.5 AIMS OF THE PHD THESIS 
This chapter has introduced the interaction among PROMS, EMA, and digital pain 
mapping to acquire digital pain biomarkers. This interaction can lead to the 
identification of changes in pain distribution over prolonged periods. Digital pain 
mapping opens the possibility to capture momentary pain distribution and compare 
the accuracy of pain distribution memory recall. The need for evidence on the 
feasibility of digital pain mapping for the assessment of pain and sensory 
perceptions forms the basis of this PhD. 
The overall aim of this PhD was to explore spatiotemporal changes of pain and 
discomfort using digital pain mapping, as well as exploring digital pain metrics to 
support the assessment of sensory perceptions beyond pain. Three studies were set 
up with specific primary aims: 
1) Quantify changes of pain intensity and distribution over time, in experimentally 
evoked pain as well as in clinical pain, using a digital pain-mapping app. Study I 
determined dose-response spatiotemporal differences in experimental saline-induced 
low-back pain and the pain memory recall. Study II mapped and tracked pain and 
discomfort in patients with non-malignant referred pain from the spine for 12 weeks. 
2) Assess the adjustment behavior of a modifiable animation to capture changes in 
experimentally evoked sensory perceptions. Study III assessed the systematic 
adjustment of two parameters to visually represent changes in experimental tingling 
sensations. 
3) Determine barriers, and limitations of digital pain mapping. Studies II-III 
collected qualitative feedback data from the users to identify barriers, limitations, 
and suggestions for improvement. 
1.6 OVERVIEW 
This thesis is structured to provide a cohesive and logical description of the results 
from the three different studies. Chapter two describes the methods utilized 
throughout this PhD project, whereas chapters three to six present the results, as well 
as the existing literature. Lastly, chapters seven and eight describe the PhD project 
limitations, draw overall conclusions, and discuss future perspectives in digital pain 
mapping. 
Each of the three studies used a different pain mapping technology. Table 1-1 
provides an overview of the three different technologies and pain models used for 
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each of the studies, as well as conceptualizes the studies’ relationship to assess 
changes in pain and discomfort over time.  
Table 1-1. Overview of the three PhD studies outlining the different digital pain 
mapping technologies and pain models utilized. 






induced low-back pain 
Pain intensity ratings and digital 
pain drawings obtained using a 





Pain and discomfort in 
patients with non-
malignant chronic 
spinally referred pain 
Pain intensity ratings and digital 
pain drawings obtained remotely 
using a mobile phone, tablet, or 
computer. 





Prototype of a self-adjustable 
animation to capture changes in 
sensory perceptions. 
 
1.7 PAPERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DISSERTATION 
The current PhD thesis includes two internationally peer-reviewed papers, and one 
manuscript under peer-review. The first and second paper address the first and third 
goal, whereas the third paper addresses the second and completes the third goal. 
Study I Spatiotemporal patterns of referred pain and recall accuracy: a dose-response 
study. Galve Villa, M., Palsson S., T., Boudreau S.A. Scandinavian Journal of Pain 
(submitted) 
Study II Remote digital pain mapping and tracking in patients with chronic pain. 
Galve Villa, M., Cid Royo A., Bjarkam R, C., Palsson S., T., Boudreau S.A. J Med 
Internet Res (in press). doi:10.2196/21475 
Study III Modifiable motion graphics for capturing sensations. Galve Villa, M., 
Mørch C.D., Palsson T.S., Boudreau S.A. PLos One 2020 Feb 24;15(2): e0229139.
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CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENTAL MODELS 
OF PAIN AND DIGITAL PAIN MAPPING 
TO UNCOVER MECHANISMS OF 
REFERRED PAIN 
Experimental models aim to mimic clinical pain and are used to explore the 
transition from stimulation to perception (psychometrics) to better understand the 
mechanisms of pain (93,94). Experimental models of pain have been used to explore 
patterns of evoked-pain distribution (36,95–98) by activating different nociceptors 
(99). Experimentally evoked muscle pain can induce centrally driven phenomena, 
such as referred pain (93,99,100). Referred pain is perceived at a location distally 
from the stimulation site (94,99).  
 
Hypertonic saline (HS) injections are used to mimic the patterns of local and 
referred pain as seen in clinical conditions (94,100,101), whereas electrical 
stimulations (ES) are used to evoke a range of sensory perceptions (102–104). 
Knowledge about spatiotemporal changes of pain could improve our understanding 
of pain mechanisms dynamic changes. Pain studies may benefit from exploring the 
spatiotemporal changes in pain extent and intensity in healthy and clinical 
populations.  
 
The current thesis focuses on HS and transcutaneous ES. HS intra-muscular 
injections are used in experimental pain research as a transitory acute muscle pain 
model (105), whereas transcutaneous ES are used to explore psychometric 
properties (106–108). Psychometric studies use a variety of stimulations and 
questionnaires to evoke and characterize a range of sensory perceptions. For 
example, differing electrical stimulation intensities can evoke different perceptions 
ranging from tingling to hammering (109). Changes in the intensity of the sensory 
perceptions are assessed using VAS or NRS. However, there are no specific 
PROMS to quantify changes in sensory perception.  
2.1 EXPERIMENTAL MODELS OF PAIN AND OTHER 
SENSATIONS  
2.1.1 EXPERIMENTAL MODEL OF LOW-BACK PAIN 
Study I used two different doses of HS (5.8%) injections, as a model of non-specific 
acute referred low-back pain, to determine spatiotemporal dose-response differences 
in healthy participants. A single low-dose (0.5ml) or a high-dose (1.0ml) HS bolus 
was injected into the belly of the right gluteus medium muscle aiming to mimic soft-
tissue acute low-back pain.  
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2.1.2 EXPERIMENTAL MODEL OF TINGLING  
Study III used a range of transcutaneous ES to elicit sensory perceptions to the 
glabrous aspect of the index fingertip of the left hand. The protocol for electrically 
evoked tingling sensations consisted of 8 randomized ES intensities (2, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 
5, 5.5 and 6mA) with a constant number of bursts, frequency, duration of the burst 
and pulse width (1 burst, 250Hz, 4 seconds and 50μs, respectively), repeated three 
times. The ES were applied using surface electrodes (Neuroline 700, Ambu A/S, 
Denmark) placed on the proximal and distal phalanges and connected to an isolated 
bipolar constant current stimulator (DS5, Digitimer Ltd, Hertfordshire, UK). The 
delivery of the stimulations was controlled by custom-made software (Mr. Kick III    
v. 3.0, Aalborg University).  
2.2 THE INTENSITY OF PAIN AND SENSORY PERCEPTIONS 
The NRS and the VAS are well-established, validated methods to obtain a single 
number representing the intensity of the perceived pain experience (110,111). A 
modern take on the classic VAS is the electronic Color Analogue Scale (eCAS). The 
eCAS is a coloured line (green, yellow, red) accompanied by the words “no pain”, 
“moderate pain”, and “severe pain”, representing a continuum between “no pain” on 
the left end of the scale and “worst imaginable pain” on the right end of the scale 
(112,113). Electronic visual analogues scales (eVAS) for the assessment of pain 
have been validated in electronic format (114–116). An eNRS (study I), an eCAS 
(study II), and a classic NRS (study III) were used to acquire momentary intensity 
ratings (current), as well as the average intensity for the last 24 hours (usual). The 
different scales were appropriate for each of the study designs and were not intended 
for comparison between them. 
2.3 DIGITAL PAIN MAPPING TO QUANTIFY AND QUALIFY THE 
PAIN EXPERIENCE  
Digital pain mapping can help in the assessment of pain remotely, over a sustained 
period. Digital pain drawings can be assessed using image processing techniques 
(72) to determine novel pain distribution metrics (95,117). For example, digital pain 
drawings can be superimposed to create overlay images (76) for visualizing of 
changes in pain distribution over time (study I, see section 3.1), and identify 
common patterns or locations of pain (76). Additionally, digital pain mapping 
allows comparisons of the similarities in pain extent and distribution, between two 
digital pain drawings. 
Digital pain mapping enables detailed patient-clinician communication, and may 
improve the clinician’s understanding of the patient’s pain (19). Two digital pain-
mapping apps, the Navigate Pain android and web app version, were used to acquire 
pain intensity ratings as well as pain and discomfort extent. The pain and discomfort 
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extent can be quantified by extracting the number of pixels (61,72,74). This pixel 
count includes both, localized and referred pain and discomfort. A third digital pain-
mapping app, Animate Pain, used self-adjustable animations to quantify changes in 
visual representations of sensory perceptions. 
2.3.1 DIGITAL PAIN MAPPING APPLICATIONS 
Study I used the Navigate Pain app version 0.1.9.9.3 for android (Aalborg 
University, Denmark) to capture changes in experimental saline-induced low-back 
pain using touch-screen technology (Fig. 2-1). A digital tablet (Samsung Galaxy 
Note 10.1 2014 Edition) displayed a high-resolution 2D male body chart in a 
posterior view. Participants used a stylus digital pen (S-pen) to draw the location and 
area of the pain on the body chart every 30 seconds until pain cessation (NRS=0). 
This digital drawing time-lapse captures the spatiotemporal patterns of momentary 
pain intensity and extent over time.  
 
Fig. 2-1: Digital pain-mapping application to quantify the pain extent (study I). Navigate 
Pain version 0.1.9.9.3 (Aalborg University, Denmark) displaying the selection of 2D body 
charts and the anterior view of a detailed male body chart. 
Study II used a new web-based pain-mapping app, Navigate Pain, version 2 
(Aglance Solutions, Denmark) (Fig. 2-2), equipped with extra functions to enable 
remote and weekly digital pain reports. Each pain report consisted of pain drawings 
and pain intensity (usual and current) ratings. A computer mouse, or touch-screen 
technology, was used to draw the location and area of pain onto a female, or a male 
pseudo-3D body avatar from different viewpoints (anterior, posterior, lateral right 
and lateral left). Ten different color-coded discomfort quality descriptors were 
available to be selected (tingling, throbbing, stabbing, dull aching, numbness, itchy, 
electric, cold, burning, and other), as well as the general descriptor “pain”. 
Navigate Pain APP Navigate PainTM platform
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Additionally, a small free-text section was available for patients to comment about 
the pain experience. 
 
Fig. 2-2: Sequence of screenshots from the web-based digital pain-mapping application to 
quantify and qualify the pain experience (study II). Navigate Pain (Aglance Solutions, 
Denmark) displaying the different steps required to complete a pain report. (A) Selection of 
the color-coded quality descriptor followed by (B) the intensity of the descriptors. (C) 
Completion of the digital pain drawing from different viewpoints (only anterior view 
displayed for illustration purposes). Steps A-C may be repeated as often as required with the 
different quality descriptors. (D) At the end of each pain report, patients rated their usual 
(average) and current pain intensity on an electronic color analogue scale. Reproduced with 
permission (Aglance Solutions ApS). 
2.3.2 METRICS TO QUANTIFY PAIN DISTRIBUTION.  
Similarity between two pain drawings: Jaccard index 
The similarity between two pain drawings can be calculated and expressed using a 
Jaccard similarity coefficient or Jaccard index (76). A higher Jaccard index 
represents a greater pixel overlap between two pain drawings and indirectly 
quantifies the pain distribution similarity (18,19,76). For example, the Jaccard index 
can be a useful tool to assess the accuracy of the experimental pain distribution 
recall (chapter 4). Furthermore, to assess temporal changes in pain distribution, three 
novel pain distribution metrics were evaluated. These pain distribution metrics can 
uncover changes in the pain spread, morphology (shape), and location to reveal 








Distance from origin: Vector length 
The vector length measures the expansion or spread of the pain, and it is defined as 
the maximum distance from the injection site to the farthest-located pixel on the 
pain drawing. The vector length is measured in pixels and considers all the pain 
areas within the pain drawing.  
Shape morphology: Bounding box area 
Drawings of pain may differ in morphology and are, arguably, more likely to be 
irregularly shaped rather than perfectly circular or square. The description of 
irregular shapes and quantification can, therefore, be complex. A bounding box area 
is calculated by determining the length and width of a box that fully enclose the area 
of pain. The bounding box area also encloses discontinuous pain, in cases where 
there is more than one area of pain. The resulting length and width vectors simplify 
the information about the shape of the pain area or areas, enabling an easier 
interpretation in statistical outcomes about generalized differences or changes in 
pain area morphology.  
Shifts in general location: Centroid 
Shifts in the location of pain, for example during recall of pain, may occur. 
Additionally, due to the possibility of irregular morphologies in the area of reported 
pain, assessing changes in the location can be difficult. Therefore, calculating the 
centroid of the pain area can determine more detailed information about the location 
of the pain area whilst accounting for changes in pain area morphology. The 
centroid is the central point (geometric centre) of the area of pain. The centroid is 
determined by a X- coordinate and a Y-coordinate. These coordinates determine the 
centroid location horizontally and vertically, respectively.  
2.3.3 VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS OF SENSORY 
PERCEPTIONS 
Study III used state-of-the-art software to quantify changes to sensory perceptions. 
Animate Pain version 1.0 (Aalborg University, Denmark) displayed a modifiable 
animation on an interactive dashboard (Fig. 2-3). The dashboard displayed a high-
resolution image (canvas) of the glabrous aspect of the left hand. An animation 
designed to represent the sensation of tingling (dots appearing and disappearing) 
appeared when drawing on the canvas with the computer mouse. Adjustments of 
two digital visual analogue scales (dVAS), located on the dashboard, modified the 
animation’s parameters, to visually modify the density and speed of the dots from 
the animation in real-time.  
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Fig. 2-3: Digital pain mapping to quantify changes in sensory perceptions. (A) Animate 
Pain (Aalborg University, Denmark) dashboard displaying the digital body chart 
representing the glabrous aspect of the left hand. The digital Visual Analogue Scales (dVAS) 
modify the density and speed parameters. Images are enlarged to take a snapshot of the 
animation, as well as the density and speed dVAS. (B) Enlarged images of the animation, for 
illustration purposes, show a range of different density values from 0 (minimum), 0.2, 0.5 to 1 
(maximal). Reproduced with permission (Galve Villa et al., 2020). 
2.4 QUESTIONNAIRES FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF THE PAIN 
EXPERIENCE 
Pain catastrophizing (82,86,87) and stress (84,85) are known psychological factors 
that can influence, negatively or positively, the recall of pain intensity. To assess the 
influence of psychological factors during experimental pain, the Pain 
Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) and the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) were assessed at 
baseline (Study I). The PCS has been used to evaluate pain-related catastrophizing 
thoughts as a negative anticipatory response associated with higher pain intensity 
(118,119). High pain catastrophizing ratings are known to positively influence the 
pain intensity recall (82,86,87). The PSS measures the degree of perceived stress 
levels by rating feelings and thoughts that may have been experienced during the 
previous month (120). Stress in known to influence the quantity and quality of 
memory formation (121–126).  
Study II to assess whether catastrophizing and disability influenced intensity and 
extent in clinical pain. Disability was measured using the Oswestry Disability Index 
(ODI) and the Neck Disability Index (NDI) for patients with pain referred from the 
low-back and the cervical spine, respectively. The relationships among pain 
intensity, extent, disability (ODI/NDI) and catastrophizing scores are unclear. Some 




CHAPTER 3. DIGITAL PAIN REPORTS 
REVEAL SPATIOTEMPORAL 
CHANGES IN REFERRED PAIN 
Studies have shown that pain drawings completed by the patients themselves are 
more reliable than pain drawings completed by clinicians using the information 
obtained during anamnesis (137). Therefore, better patient-clinician communication 
of pain PROMS is an essential part of pain assessment. EMA of pain can be used to 
improve pain communication, minimize pain recall bias (see section 1.3), and 
optimize the clinical decision-making process.  
Traditionally, pain intensity is assessed by either the average or the most intense 
(peak) pain intensity, and pain distribution is assessed by the largest area of referred 
pain (extent). Studies assessing the course of pain in patients with musculoskeletal 
chronic spinal pain have identified some patients may develop either stable or 
fluctuating temporal patterns of pain intensity (17,37,39,41,138,139). Furthermore, 
patients can show stable (localized or widespread) or variable spatiotemporal 
patterns of pain extent (42,140). However, these studies utilized paper-based surveys 
sent at intermittent time points over a prolonged period, and may, therefore, have 
missed the dynamic changes that could have occurred on a daily or weekly time 
scale.  
In the research setting, knowledge of spatiotemporal changes evoked by different 
experimental models of pain may deepen the understanding of the mechanisms of 
referred pain. For example, in mustard oil evoked pain, dose-response differences 
have been identified, with a high dose evoking more intense peak pain than a low 
dose (96). However, dose-response differences in peak pain intensity have not been 
identified in the capsaicin pain model (97). It is unknown whether higher doses of 
experimentally evoked pain using different models are associated with more severe 
evoked pain (intensity and extent). It is also unknown whether temporal changes in 
evoked pain intensity are associated with changes in the evoked referred pain extent. 
Studies I-II were set up to quantify spatiotemporal changes in momentary pain, as 
evoked in healthy participants (Study I), and in a clinical population (Study II). 
Study I quantified dose-response differences and recall ability in pain intensity, 
extent, and distribution using an experimental model of non-specific acute low-back 
referred pain. Study II used digital pain mapping to acquire weekly pain ePROMS 
remotely, in patients with chronic spinally referred pain.  
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3.1 DOSE-RESPONSE DIFFERENCES IN EXPERIMENTAL PAIN 
(STUDY I) 
To assess dose-response differences, participants from study I received either a low-
dose (0.5ml) or a high-dose (1.0ml) injection of HS and rated the pain intensity 
every 30 seconds until pain cessation. Participants were additionally randomized 
into drawing or non-drawing groups, resulting in a total of four groups: low-dose 
drawing (N=13), low-dose non-drawing (N=15), high-dose drawing (N=14), and 
high-dose non-drawing (N=15). Participants from both drawing groups captured the 
pain distribution, as well as the pain intensity every 30 seconds (see sections 2.1.1 
and 2.3.1).  
There were no differences in pain intensity and extent over time between the low-
dose drawing and low-dose non-drawing groups (p<0.05), as well as the high-dose 
drawing and high-dose non-drawing groups (p<0.05). Digital momentary assessment 
of pain revealed dose-response differences in HS-evoked pain as assessed over time, 
comparing the area under the pain intensity-time curve (z=-1.67, p<0.01), as well as 
the for area under the pain extent-time curve (z=-2.56, p<0.01). (Fig. 3-1). However, 
dose-response differences were not identified at peak pain for intensity and extent. 
Additionally, study I showed that peak pain intensity was strongly associated with 
the evoked peak pain extent only when induced from a low dose (rs=0.77, 35%, 
p<0.01), but not from a high dose. When combining data from the low and the high 
doses (pooled data) the peak pain intensity was not associated with the pain extent.  
Study I showed that pain catastrophizing can be a factor influencing experimentally 
evoked pain intensity in heathy participants, concurring with previous studies (87). 
However, study I determined that pain extent may not be directly influenced by pain 
catastrophizing. Therefore, pain extent may be a relevant measure, in addition to 
pain intensity, during the pain assessment. This lack of association between pain 
extent and pain catastrophizing may not be applicable to the clinical population 
where catastrophizing scores may be higher, and the pain experience may also be 
more intense and prolonged.  
Lei and colleagues showed a dose-response difference in HS-evoked pain over time 
and at peak pain (141,142). Study I showed dose response differences only over 
time. These contradicting results may be explained by the different HS doses and 
administration methods between the studies. Lei used much larger doses of HS 
(2.0ml and 4.8ml) administered by infusion (141,142), whereas study I (0.5ml and 
1ml) administered by bolus injection. In Lei’s study, the 2.0ml and 4.8ml HS-doses 
evoked a mean peak pain intensity (VAS) of 4.5 and 8 out of 10 (141). Study I 
evoked a mean peak pain intensity of 4 out of 10 for the low-dose (0.5ml), and 5 out 
of 10 for the and high-dose (1.0ml). The lower doses from each study differed by 
fourfold (0.5ml and 2.0ml) and evoked similar peak pain intensity. However, the 
pain duration was considerably longer (by approximately 6 minutes) for the higher 
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dose. On the other hand, the high dose from Lei’s study evoked a considerably more 
intense pain intensity and pain duration (by approximately 15 minutes) than the high 
dose from study I. Therefore, future experimental studies could use lower doses of 
HS to determine dose-response differences over time, whereas higher doses could be 
necessary to assess dose-response differences at peak pain. 
 
Fig. 3-1: Dose-response differences over time in pain intensity and extent immediately 
following (time=0) an injection of hypertonic saline (5.8%) into the right gluteus medius 
muscle. A) Pain intensity ratings from for the low-dose (0.5ml) (N=27) and the high-dose 
(1.0ml) (N=27) drawing and non-drawing groups. B) Evoked pain area as measured in pixels 
for the low-dose drawing (N=13) and the high-dose-drawing (N=13) groups. A higher dose of 
HS evoked a longer pain duration (#) and greater area under the pain intensity-time and pain 
extent-time curves (*) than for the low-dose (p<0.01). Data are expressed as mean and 
standard error of the mean (SEM). 
Novel findings of dose-response spatiotemporal differences were shown as 
measured by pain distribution metrics (see section 2.3.1). These metrics showed a 
greater overall spread in pain, as reflected by the size of the bounding box area, and 
a larger spread laterally towards the hip (X coordinate centroid) over time for the 
1.0ml than for the 0.5ml dose. However, the distance from the injection site (vector 
length) was similar between doses. Therefore, HS evokes a larger spread 
(morphology shape) in pain by increasing the dose. These pain distribution metrics 
were not able to identify intra-dose spatiotemporal patterns of pain distribution for 
the 0.5ml, or the 1.0 ml dose. The lack of clear patterns of pain distribution for each 
of the HS doses may be explained by a large variability in pain extent and the 
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identify spatiotemporal patterns of pain distribution may need to use a high dose of 
HS to evoke more intense and extensive pain. 
3.2 FLUCTUATIONS IN CLINICAL PAIN INTENSITY AND EXTENT 
(STUDY II) 
Patients with chronic pain (N=78) were requested to submit weekly digital pain 
reports to map, track, and quantify changes of pain intensity and distribution over 3-
months (143). Sixty-five patients submitted, at least, one pain report over a 12-week 
period. Digital mapping and tracking of patients with non-malignant (somatic and 
neuropathic) chronic spinally referred pain provided detailed information about the 
changes in intensity (usual and current) and extent of pain and discomfort over time 
(see sections 2.2 and 2.3). Fluctuations in the pain intensity (usual χ2(11) = 145.34, p 
< 0.001; current χ2(11) = 105.66, p < 0.001), and pain and discomfort extent (χ2(11) 
= 48.74, p < 0.001), over 12 weeks were revealed (Fig. 3-2).  
Data obtained from the weekly digital pain reports were pooled to assess whether 
the weekly fluctuations were also identified on a monthly interval. Results showed 
similar pain extent and intensity ratings when assessed monthly (p>0.05). These 
results suggest that frequent assessment can capture fluctuations of pain, supporting 
the use of digital pain mapping for the acquisition of digital pain biomarkers. 
 
Fig. 3-2. Fluctuations in pain and discomfort extent and intensity, over a 12-week period, 
in patients with non-malignant chronic spinally referred pain (N=65). Graphs showing 
fluctuations of pain area (A), usual (B) and current (C) pain intensity ratings over the 12-
week period. The box and whiskers graphic show the median of the overall pain area and 
intensity in the different weeks. The whiskers are drawn down to the 10th percentile and up to 
the 90th. Points below and above the whiskers are drawn as individual dots. Reproduced with 
permission (Galve Villa et al. 2020). 
Observation of the individual pain drawings highlighted that patients reporting a 
larger pain extent pain showed a greater pain extent variability, as opposed to 
patients reporting a lesser pain extent that tended to remain stable over time (rs=0.25 
(3%), p<0.001) (Fig. 3-3).  





























































































Fig. 3-3. The larger the mean pain extent, the more likely it is that the pain extent will vary 
over time. The graphical relationship between the mean and standard deviation for the 
overall pain extent could explain the group pain fluctuations in patients with non-malignant 
chronic spinally referred pain. 
3.2.1 THE INFLUENCE OF PAIN CATASTROPHIZING 
AND DISABILITY ON CLINICAL PAIN 
At baseline, patients from study II were asked to choose their primary pain site 
(cervical spine or low-back pain) to explore differences in the quality descriptors 
selection, as well as disability and pain catastrophizing scores (see section 2.4). A 
multiple linear regression determined that current pain intensity ratings, disability, 
and pain catastrophizing scores predicted the pain extent in patients with low-back 
pain as their primary pain site (F(3,33)=5.28, p<0.05, R2=32%). Only the pain 
intensity added statistical significance to the prediction (p>0.05). However, these 
same variables did not predict the pain extent in patients with cervical pain as their 
primary site. 
A weak correlation between pain intensity (usual and current) and extent was found 
(rs=0.23 and 0.25, respectively, R2=3%, P<.001), suggesting that patients with a 
larger pain extent may also have more intense pain, but it does not explain the 
intensity variance. These results are similar to previous studies (127,144–146), 
suggesting that the assessment of changes in pain extent may be as relevant as the 
assessment of changes in pain intensity for the management of pain. This means, in 
neurophysiology terms, that more intense pain may have activated the latent 
collateral synaptic connections from the dorsal horn, increasing the extent of afferent 
information (147). This larger afferent information may be perceived as a larger area 
of pain extent (referred pain). 
 
Patients from study II did not report pain catastrophizing scores high enough to be 
considered “catastrophizer thinkers” (scores above 30 out of 52), but they did report 
high levels of disability. This was an unexpected finding as higher pain 
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catastrophizing scores are generally associated with a higher level of disability 
(118,148–150). However, it remains unclear how disability and catastrophizing 
scores influence pain intensity and pain extent. Our study could not show any 
associations between baseline pain catastrophizing and disability scores with pain 
intensity and extent (p>0.5), in line with previous findings in similar populations 
(55,58,127). However, positive associations for total extent and disability scores 
(18,129–133), as well as pain catastrophizing (128,129,134–136) have been shown 
in patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain. Study II assessed pain catastrophizing 
and disability only at baseline. Therefore, it is possible that variations of 
catastrophizing and disability scores over time could be associated with variations of 
pain intensity and extent. 
3.3 CONSISTENCY OF PAIN AND DISCOMFORT QUALITY 
DESCRIPTORS (STUDY II) 
The weekly digital pain reports included quality descriptors, as selected from a list 
of eleven possible words (see section 2.3.1). Contrary to the weekly fluctuations 
seen in pain intensity and extent, the selection of pain quality descriptors remained 
stable over time as a group (p>0.05) (Fig. 3-4).  
Fig. 3-4: Consistency of pain and discomfort quality descriptor selection spanning 12 weeks 
in patients with non-malignant chronic spinally referred pain. A quality descriptor was 
accounted for only once a week, for each of the patients, independently of the submitted 
number of pain reports with that same quality. “Pain” and “dull aching” were the most 
frequently selected descriptors, followed by “numbness”, “burning”, and “stabbing”. 
“Itchy”, “cold”, and the general descriptor “other” were the least selected. Reproduced with 
permission (Galve Villa et al., 2020). 
Pain and dull aching were selected by 55-76% of the patients and was similar based 
on gender and primary pain site. Interestingly, the males from the cervical pain 
cohort did not use the quality descriptors cold, itchy, or other. Gender differences 
have been identified in pain perception for chronic pain conditions, but generally 
focused on pain intensity and severity (151–156), with few studies exploring gender 




































differences in quality descriptors. Similarly to our study, Jensen et al (151) found no 
gender differences among different chronic pain conditions, including back pain and 
fibromyalgia. However, gender differences in the selection of quality descriptors for 
shoulder pain have been found using a list with 36 Chinese quality descriptors (155). 
This lack of differences in gender  and primary pain site, supports the notion that the 
pain experience is driven by underlying mechanisms (157–160), rather than pain 
location or diagnosis.  
3.4 DIGITAL PAIN MAPPING TO CAPTURE THE CONTEXT OF 
PAIN 
Upon submitting a pain mapping report, a comment section was available for 
patients to add additional information not captured by the pain reports but still 
important for the patient (161). Eight patients (10%) voluntarily submitted 225 free-
text comments with the pain reports. Six female patients with low-back pain 
submitted 83% (N=187) of these comments, whereas two male patients with neck 
pain wrote the remaining 17% (N=36) of comments. Although the comments were 
voluntary, a review showed that patients utilized this section to rationalize their pain 
reports. These comments were categorized into two themes: justification and further 
description. Justification of the pain experienced included physical and 
psychological factors that appeared to increase or improve the pain. Description of 
the pain experienced included other symptoms and explanations not captured within 
the pain drawings (Table 3-2).  
Qualitative data obtained from the pain report comments gave some context to the 
weekly pain fluctuations. The results suggest that (i) some patients are aware of 
activities or life events that influence their pain, such as social gatherings or 
physically demanding activities, (ii) that the full impact of pain was not fully 
captured by the pain reports, and (iii) that perhaps more quality descriptors were 
necessary. Knowledge and awareness of the activities that influence pain could lead 
to better understanding of the pain condition, as well as to optimize pain 
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Table 3-2. Selection of comments extracted from the patients’ pain reports divided into 
themes.  
Justification of the pain experienced Description of the pain experienced 
-Amitriptyline increased to 10mg in the   
evening. 
-Alternated between severe tenderness and 
pain. 
-On holidays, poor bed. -Feeling tired all day. 
-Weather unstable. Cool and humid. -Feeling very tired and inflamed. 
-Daughter had celebrations yesterday. -Cramps from the knees and upwards. 
-Packing for holidays. Stressed out. -I don’t feel my legs sometimes. 
-Walked a lot. 14 km in 2 days. -Diffuse tenderness. 
-Relaxing completely. Inactive! -Provoked by the extension of the leg. 
-Beautiful weather. Relaxed all day. -Acute, intense pain when lying down. 
-Attended psychologist. It helped. -Feels mostly stiff. 
-Vacuumed and watered the garden. -Worst on the left side, down the leg. 
-Painted using a ladder for the last 3 days. -Constant tenderness. 
- Back at work after holidays. It feels worse. -Pressure, numbness, deep tenderness. 
- My back feels very tired. I had guests 
yesterday. 
-Radiating towards the left hand. Headache 4 
times. 




3.5 SUMMARY OF THE MAIN FINDINGS FROM STUDIES I-II 
(MOMENTARY PAIN ASSESSMENT) 
Studies I and II used a pain-mapping app to track experimental and clinical pain, 
respectively, over a prolonged period. The findings from studies I and II revealed 
that: 
• The dose-response spatiotemporal differences in HS evoked-pain are consistent 
with the limited literature available. However, dose-response similarities found at 
peak pain contradict previous findings.  
• There is no association between experimental peak pain intensity and extent in HS 
evoked pain.  
• Novel pain distribution metrics (i.e. bounding box area, centroid, vector length) 
were identified as a useful tool to determine spatiotemporal patterns of experimental 
pain.  
• In patients with non-malignant chronic spinally referred pain, fluctuations in 
weekly pain intensity and extent were evident, as captured remotely. However, the 
selection of pain and discomfort quality descriptors remained consistent over time.  
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• In patients with non-malignant chronic spinally referred pain, there is a weak 
association between pain intensity ratings and pain extent.  
• Digital pain-mapping apps can be a useful communication tool to acquire detailed 
pain reports remotely, repeatedly over time. However, awareness of the patients’ 
context affecting the fluctuations in pain intensity and extent may be key in clinical 
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CHAPTER 4. ASSESSING THE RECALL 
ACCURACY OF PAIN REPORTS USING 
DIGITAL PAIN MAPPING 
Pain extent and distribution have been used to guide the differential diagnosis of 
somatic referred low-back pain and radicular low-back pain (162–164). Patterns of 
pain above or below the knee can suggest somatic or radicular pain, respectively, 
leading towards different pain management.  
Clinician’s depend on recalled pain PROMS as, likely, there is a time delay from the 
pain onset until the clinical assessment. Pain intensity recall can be affected by 
psychological (e.g. pain catastrophizing thoughts, perceived stress), social, and 
cultural factors in the clinical population (128,165–169). Additionally, pain 
catastrophizing is also a factor known to influence the recall of pain intensity in 
experimental pain (87). The relevance of the momentary assessment of pain extent, 
determined in the current PhD thesis, raises questions concerning the accuracy of the 
pain extent recall. 
There are no studies currently exploring the recall accuracy of pain extent and 
distribution, as well as factors that may influence the recall accuracy. Furthermore, it 
is unknown whether the reporting of momentary pain (by way of digital pain 
drawings) influences the accuracy of the pain extent and distribution recall at a later 
time. Therefore, a goal of study I was to assess the influence of momentary pain 
reporting on the accuracy of pain recalled 7-days later. To our knowledge, study I 
explores for the first time the recall accuracy of pain distribution and extent using 
digital pain mapping seven days after inducing experimental low-back pain.  
4.1 THE ACCURACY OF PAIN INTENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION 
RECALL (STUDY I) 
Participants (N=57) were randomized at baseline into either a low-dose drawing 
(N=13), low-dose non-drawing (N=15), high-dose drawing (N=14), or high-dose 
non-drawing (N=15) group (see section 3.1). Seven days later, all the participants 
were invited to recall the peak pain intensity and complete a pain drawing 
representing the largest pain distribution evoked by the injection at baseline. 
Intensity ratings and pain drawings between the baseline and recall sessions were 
compared to assess recall accuracy among the four groups. 
The pain intensity accuracy was assessed by calculating the intensity recall error. 
The accuracy of the pain distribution recall was assessed by calculating the extent 
(pixels) of the recall error, the Jaccard index, the homogeneity of variance, and 
comparing the pain distribution metrics. Results showed no differences in intensity, 
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extent, and distribution. Additionally, results showed a low recall error for intensity 
and extent, indicating a good recall accuracy in intensity, extent, and distribution 
among the four groups. Therefore, the continuous drawing task did not influence the 
accuracy of the pain distribution recall. Similar pain intensity recall accuracy results 
have been shown in cold-pressure test evoked-pain (87). These results suggest that a 
seven-day period does not affect the pain memory recall accuracy in healthy 
participants following a single pain event. 
4.2 FACTORS THAT MAY INFLUENCE MOMENTARY AND 
RECALL EXPERIMENTAL PAIN 
Even though there was a similar peak pain intensity and extent between two 
different doses of HS, study I showed that peak pain intensity was strongly 
associated with the evoked peak pain extent following a low dose of HS, but not a 
high dose (see section 3.1). These dose-response differences suggest that (i) the 
experimentally evoked pain intensity may not be associated with the extent of 
referred pain following HS injections, or (ii) the high dose may have reached a 
ceiling-effect in the evoked extent.  
Pooled data revealed that momentary peak pain intensity was the only factor that 
may have influenced the pain extent recall (rs=0.60, R2=43%, p<0.01), similar to the 
association found between intensity and extent in clinical pain (study II). 
Additionally, pain catastrophizing was asserted as a factor associated with the 
perception of momentary peak pain (rs=0.54, R2=14%, p<0.01), and recalled peak 
pain intensity (rs=0.46, R2=22%, p<0.01), in experimentally evoked pain, as shown 
in other studies (87,170). Furthermore, pain catastrophizing is associated with 
perceived stress ratings (rs=0.36, R2=14%, p<0.01), in healthy participants. 
4.3 SUMMARY OF THE MAIN FINDINGS FROM STUDY I (PAIN 
RECALL ACCURACY) 
Study I assessed the influence of a continuous pain drawing task on the accuracy of 
the pain distribution memory recall. The findings from study I revealed that: 
• Participants had a good pain intensity, extent, and distribution recall accuracy in 
response to a non-specific acute soft tissue low-back pain model seven days later. 
Continuous pain drawings did not influence the pain memory recall.  
• Pain catastrophizing is re-affirmed as a psychological factor influencing 
momentary and recall intensity in experimental pain.  
• Experimentally evoked peak pain extent is associated with peak pain intensity but 
not with pain catastrophizing. Therefore, pain extent may be less susceptible to 
factors influencing pain PROMS in healthy participants. 
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CHAPTER 5. IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF 
THE CLINICAL USE OF DIGITAL PAIN 
MAPPING 
The feasibility of using digital pain mapping for tracking momentary clinical pain 
intensity and distribution remotely, relies on the patients’ usability, ease of use 
(171,172), and reporting compliance (173). To facilitate the digital pain-mapping 
compliance the app needs to be easy to use (174) to create a seamless transition from 
pain and discomfort perception to communication via a digital report. Additionally, 
users (patients and clinicians) need to feel that submitting pain reports adds value by 
enhancing their communications experience (175,176), thus is beneficial and 
meaningful for them. Meaningfulness may be the key to understand the users, 
motivation to adopt the technology and, subsequently, achieve a successful 
implementation in healthcare settings (177). Study II revealed good usability and 
acceptance scores, as rated using a System Usability Scale (SUS) and a modified 
Technology Acceptance Model (mTAM) electronic questionnaires. However, 
reporting compliance ratings exposed differences between users’ characteristics. 
Therefore, exploring the barriers of use that lead to low compliance rates may be 
relevant to maximize the advantages that digital pain mapping can bring to the 
clinical assessment of pain. 
In chapter 3, we reviewed how digital pain mapping can reveal spatiotemporal 
changes in pain that would otherwise go unseen. These changes can provide timely, 
detailed information to support clinical decision-making. Furthermore, digital pain 
mapping allows for further development of pain mapping metrics and exploration of 
the value for assessing and treating clinical pain. 
5.1 DIGITAL PAIN-MAPPING REPORTING COMPLIANCE.  
(STUDY II) 
Patients (N= 78) were asked to complete one pain report weekly during a 12-week 
period. Patients were aware that the pain drawings were not going to be reviewed by 
a clinician. However, they were offered a summary of their pain reports at any time 
during the study. Once a patient registered with the pain-mapping app, a weekly 
reminder e-mail was set up. At the 6-week mid-point, patients were retrospectively 
divided into those who had submitted the pain reports weekly (regular users, N=35) 
and those who submitted pain reports less frequently (non-regular users, N=27).  
The total number of submitted pain reports was 3,863. A total of 65 patients 
(compliance rate at study start=83%) submitted a total of 518 pain reports during the 
first week. A drop-out rate of 32% (N=21) of patients by the end of the study 
resulted in a retention rate (number of participants) of 56% at the 12-week point (fig. 
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5-1), determining an average patient retention rate of 56%. The number of pain 
reports submitted (reporting compliance) was reduced from 518 pain reports during 
the first week to 212 at 12 weeks, representing a compliance rate reduction of 60%. 
The largest drop in the compliance rate occurred during the second week, where the 
retention rate decreased by 22% (N=14). It is possible that this initially large drop in 
retention and, subsequently, compliance was due to a loss of enthusiasm and lack of 
perceived benefit. The retention and compliance rates steadily decreased during the 
first 6 weeks, where the retention rate dropped by 25%, from 65 to 49 patients, and 
the compliance rate dropped by 52%, from 518 to 251 pain drawings. Only one 
patient requested a summary, suggesting that compliance did not hinge on this offer. 
Studies using EMA to track pain intensity in clinical settings (88,90,178) reported a 
compliance rate of 85%, similar to our 83% compliance rate at week-1. 
Additionally, a meta-analysis of EMA studies (88) identified an average compliance 
rate decline of 2% per week of data collection. A hypothetical 2% weekly decline 
from the 83% compliance rate at week-1, would result in a week-12 compliance rate 
of 61%, similar to the actual end-of-study rate of 59%. Therefore, we can conclude 
the retention and the compliance rates from this study may not have differed if the 
pain reports would have been used clinically. 
 
Fig. 5-1. Number of active participants and submitted pain reports during the 12-week 
study period. There was an immediate drop in the number of patients (retention) using the 
digital pain-mapping app following the initial recruitment (left). Subsequently, the retention 
stabilized until the end of the study. There was a small reduction in retention during some 
specific weeks, which may coincide with the participants’ peak holiday period. Similarly, 
there was a gradual reduction in the number of submitted pain reports (reporting 
compliance) for the first six weeks of the study (mid-point), and it subsequently reached 
plateau for the remainder of the study (right).  
A range of working strategies to improve or maintain patient motivation and 
engagement during EMA of pain studies include the use of monetary incentives, 
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participant-researcher direct interaction, limiting the duration of the data collection 
period, and the creation of a “rapid-feedback” in relation to the individual data 
collection (88). “Rapid feedback” in digital pain mapping could be a simple 
comparison between the current and a past pain report for a quick visualization on 
the pain progress.  
In view of the steady decline in reporting compliance at week-6, a participant-
researcher direct interaction strategy was developed, where each patient received a 
hand-written thank you card. The aim of the card was to thank the patients for 
participating in the study, acknowledging their time and effort during the 12-weeks, 
and the importance of their contribution to the study success. Subsequently, the 
reporting compliance rate remained stable until the end of the study. The 
motivational effect from the card may be considered as positive reinforcement 
conditioning. Positive reinforcement rewards behavior considered good, to 
encourage the good behavior to continue. In this case, the good behavior was 
submitting weekly pain reports and the reward was thanking the participants and 
showing our appreciation with compliments and positive statements in an 
individualized manner. Although it cannot be concluded that the thank you card had 
an effect in the stable compliance rate for the remaining of the study, the consistent 
retention rate should be considered as an additional strategy to maintain reporting 
compliance. 
5.1.1 FACTORS INFLUENCING REPORTING 
COMPLIANCE  
To identify factors influencing compliance using digital pain mapping, differences 
in recruitment strategies, age, gender, as well as pain intensity and extent were 
examined. In study II, patients were recruited by collaborating clinicians from a 
hospital or through social media platforms. Sixty-two percent (N=57) of the 
participants were recruited online. Baseline disability (ODI/NDI) and pain 
catastrophizing (PCS) scores were similar for both recruitment strategies (p>0.05). 
However, patients recruited from the online strategy were younger (48.7±12.13) 
than the patients recruited from the traditional in-house strategy (59.19±13.38, 
p<.001). Participants recruited by the two approaches may differ in their character, 
as the online recruits need to pro-actively get in contact with the researchers, as 
opposed to being invited to participate.  
One of the most defining differences between regular users (RU) and non-regular 
users (NRU) was the age difference. The RU were approximately 7 years younger 
than NRU (RU=48.7±11.19 years; NRU=55.80±15.30 years, p<.001). This age 
difference may have been associated with users’ respective recruitment strategy, 
with 80% of the RU recruited online, as compared to 56% of the NRU (p<0.01). A 
meta-analysis by Ono et al. (88) identified older patients (age≥60 years) as having a 
better reporting compliance in EMA studies for chronic pain patients using an app or 
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a diary to collect momentary pain intensity ratings over time. The mean age 
(48.70±13.08 years) of the participants from the meta-analysis (88) was similar to 
the mean age of the participants from study II (51.80±13.50 years), suggesting that 
the relevance of age in the compliance rate may reflect the data collection method 
rather than the EMA methodology.  
All participants were invited to complete electronic questionnaires to explore 
usability and acceptance of the pain-mapping app, with an overall response rate of 
88% (N=57). Differences were identified in the device (e.g. mobile, laptop) and the 
pathway used to access the platform between the RU (N=33) and NRU (N=24) (Fig. 
5-2). Additionally, 82% of the NRU relied on the weekly reminders to submit pain 
reports, as compared to 39% of the RU. It is possible that easy and regular access to 
a computer or laptop, for example at work, may influence the reporting compliance, 
as patients reported that drawing their pain on a computer or laptop, rather than a 
mobile phone, was easier (see section 5.3). This would be consistent with the RU 
using the direct URL (uniform resource locator) to access the app. 
 
Figure 5-2. Differences in digital device use and access path to the digital pain-mapping 
app. Fifty percent (N=17) of the regular users accessed the pain-mapping app from their 
computer or laptop, as compared with 40% (N=10) of the non-regular users. Regular users 
did not rely on the weekly reminder to submit the pain reports as much as the non-regular 
users. URL: uniform resource locator. 
RU and NRU had similar scores in the SUS and mTAM questionnaires (p>0.05). 
However, differences in the pain experience provided insights into the compliance 























8073.5) than NRU (3221 pixels IQR 4925, p<0.01). Furthermore, pain intensity was 
lower for RU (5.8± 2.73) than the NRU (6.30 ± 2.3, p>0.01). These results show that 
pain extent, rather than pain intensity, as well as age, are factors influencing the 
reporting compliance rate. These results suggest, that the pain-mapping app was 
likely viewed as a useful tool to communicate pain extent.  
A logistic regression was unable to predict the probability of better reporting 
compliance in relation to the severity of the pain symptoms, including current pain 
intensity ratings, extent, and disability (ODI/NDI) scores at baseline. Further 
analysis revealed that differences identified between RU and NRU in pain intensity 
and extent, may not be clinically relevant. The eCAS intensity ratings difference of 
0.3±0.5 points (p<0.01), out of 10, is less than the recommended 2 points or more, 
out of 10, to be considered clinically significant (179). Visual assessment of digital 
pain drawings representing the mean number of pixels for the RU and the NRU, 
suggest that statistical differences were unlikely to be clinically relevant. Fig. 5-3 
shows that clinical decisions cannot rely solely on the pixels accounting for the pain 
extent. Distribution also has an influence and needs to be considered, simultaneously 
with extent, during the clinical decision-making process. To date, it is unclear how 
much the pixel count needs to change to achieve clinical significance. Additionally, 
the relevance of the pain extent and distribution may differ based on the location, as 
shown in fig. 5-3. Therefore, digital body mapping can provide relevant detailed 
information about extent, distribution, and location to assist the clinical decision-
making process.  
 
Fig. 5-3. Examples of four (A-D) pain drawings showing how pain extent and distribution 
should be simultaneously considered in research and clinical settings. The pain extent, as 
measured by the number of pixels, in figures A and B, as well as in figures C and D may not 
be statistically different. However, the varying pain distribution among figures can have 
different clinical relevance. 
B) 1946 pixelsA) 1250 pixels C) 4209 pixels D) 4471 pixels
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5.2 BARRIERS OF USE FOR DIGITAL PAIN MAPPING 
The previous section described the factors influencing the compliance rates for the 
digital pain-mapping app. Exploring barriers of use may also reveal valuable 
information to develop feasible strategies to improve the compliance rate in 
prospective pain mapping studies. Furthermore, these strategies may also be utilized 
in the clinical setting to improve compliance in symptom tracking and monitoring.  
Patients completed a Navigate Pain-specific electronic questionnaire at the mid- and 
endpoints of the study. Approximately 70% of the RU (N=24) and 60% of the NRU 
(N=15) rated the pain-mapping app, as easy, or very easy to use in general. 
Subsequently, patients were asked what made the pain-mapping app easy or difficult 
to use. Representative responses are summarized and transcribed from Danish to 
English in table 5-2. Additionally, to understand the reason behind the poor 
compliance, the NRU were asked why they did not submit pain reports regularly. 
None of the NRU selected the options “I’m not interested any more” or “I did not 
have time”, as the reason for poor reporting compliance. Forty-five percent (N=10) 
selected “forgetfulness”, whereas 13% (N=3) selected “too much” (N=2), or “no 
pain” (N=1) as reasons for poor compliance. The remaining 41% (N=9) selected 
“other”. Therefore, understanding the patients’ motivation to complete pain reports 
may be useful to optimize the compliance rate. This suggests, further studies are 
necessary to understand compliance behavior. 
Table 5-2. Selected comments describing the digital pain-mapping app as easy or difficulty to 
use, from patients with non-malignant chronic spinally referred pain (N=57). 
Easy to use Difficult to use 
-Reasonably easy after using it a few times. -A little difficult to draw. 
-Easy to handle. -Difficult to understand the symbols. 
-There is a good user guide. -Hard to get started. 
-Nice. Reasonably straight forward. -Hard to draw accurately. 
-It is very clear and easy. A child would 
almost be able to   use it. 
-Seems to be missing some descriptors such 
as electric shock. 
-It is intuitive. -The save button is not easy to find. 
-You can draw the pain with the mouse. -Too small to draw on a mobile phone. 
-Good educational tool. -The symbols make no sense. 
-It is easy to erase if you draw incorrectly. -Difficulty using the mouse to draw the pain. 
-You can draw directly on the picture.  
 
Barriers of use related to technical aspects where identified. These technical 
difficulties included difficulties to register and log in, unable to receive reminders, 
and unable to zoom over a desired body region. Furthermore, the cause of 92% 
(N=12) of the dropouts were technical difficulties with the login process into the 
pain-mapping app. Some of these technical difficulties were due to using outdated 
web-browsers, as the pain mapping software is web-based and not a native mobile 
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app. This means the user logs on to a web page to perform pain mapping, not by 
opening an app installed on a mobile phone. A web app requires no personal 
information from the users and updates can occur more quickly. However, 
compatibility and display issues can pose as limitations. An in-depth comparison of 
advantages and disadvantages of the mobile versus web-apps are beyond the scope 
of the thesis; however, interpretations of the results should consider that some 
dropouts were due to technical barriers and with further development can be 
overcome.  
Three factors were identified to have influenced the digital pain-mapping reporting 
compliance: (1)  technology literacy, described as familiarity with the digital device 
used and navigation of websites, (2) the patient’s motivation to use the pain-
mapping app, and (3) a deep understanding of the user journey map from log in to 
the submission of the pain reports. Therefore, clinicians and researchers alike, need 
to consider the patients digital technology literacy when using digital health 
solutions. Additionally, digital health developers need to consider the users digital 
journey map to maximize compliance rates. 
In this section, we have discussed the factors influencing and the barriers of use of 
the pain-mapping app. However, despite all patients receiving the same information 
and instructions on how to complete the digital pain drawings, an unexpected 
amount of differing drawing styles or behaviours emerged within the pain drawings 
data set. It remains unclear whether these differing drawing styles represent a poor 
drawing technique or skills, result from a misinterpretation or misunderstanding of 
the drawing instructions, or represent an individual’s interpretation of the pain 
experience (fig. 5-4). Therefore, it is essential to deliver standardized and clear 
instructions of use to minimize communication barriers due to misinterpretations 
and, misunderstandings (46).  
 
Fig. 5-4. Illustrative representation of different pain drawing techniques. All patients were 
asked to complete pain drawings by filling out the area of pain. Patients expressed their pain 
by colouring a defined body location by using (A) different size dots spread over the body (B), 
fine lines, or (C) a combination of dots and lines (D).  
D) MixedC) LineB) DottedA) Filled
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5.3 A PATIENT’S PERSPECTIVE: SUGGESTIONS FOR 
IMPROVEMENT AND CLINICAL USE:  
At the end of the data collection period (week 12), all RU and NRU (N=62) were 
asked to complete an electronic user-experience (UX) questionnaire about using the 
pain-mapping app. Specifically, patients were asked to provide suggestions on how 
the app could be improved, how to reduce forgetfulness to improve compliance, and 
their opinion regarding the clinical usefulness of the digital pain reports. Similar to 
the usability and acceptance questionnaires acquired mid-way, patients received a 
small monetary compensation upon completion of the UX questionnaire. However, 
only 23% (N=14) responded. Table 5-1 summarizes the feedback. The suggested 
improvements relate to technical issues and education about pain self-management. 
The technical issues were forwarded to the pain-mapping app developers to improve 
the UX and user interface. The suggested pain self-management improvements 
including automatic comparison between consecutive pain drawings, and 
identification of pain distribution patterns to suggest potential causes and treatment 
options. These suggestions would correspond with the “rapid feedback” strategy to 
improve or maintain reporting compliance (see section 5.1.), as well as the patients 
desire to self-manage their pain. Additionally, this feedback identified a discrepancy 
between patients who want less quality descriptors available, and those who want 
more descriptors, as well as emotional descriptors. 
To reduce the forgetfulness described as a reason for poor compliance in the NRU, 
suggestions consisted of notification messages and a reward point system. The 
reward system would be similar to the concept of “rapid-feedback” suggested by 
Ono et al. (88) to improve compliance. For example, using positive reinforcement 
strategies, this reward system could be a scale showing how good the individual’s 
compliance is in relation to a group or the award of “digital badges” for achieving 
pre-set compliance milestones. Lastly, the majority of patients considered pain 
mapping as a useful tool to track and communicate their pain with healthcare 
professionals. However, the users expressed concerns about the limited time 
available during consultation, and the use of clinical time that would be needed to 







Table 5-1. Selected comments describing improvement, motivation techniques, and perceived 
clinical usefulness of the digital pain-mapping app in patients with non-malignant chronic 
spinally referred pain (N=14). 




-Information about the 
symptoms and pan relief 
options. 
-Make it a downloadable app 
for ease of access and set up 
notifications. 
-Yes. Clinicians only ask 
about the pain I have at that 
time and not overall. 
-Improve the pain intensity 
scales. 
-Maybe something with a 
point system. 
-No, but it helps me to 
communicate my pain. 
-An automatic comparison 
between pain drawings. 
-Send reminders every day 
until answered. 
-Yes, it is easier than a pain 
diary. 
-More pain descriptors.  -Send a SMS. -Clinicians have no time. 
-Have fewer words to 
describe pain. Now it is too 
confusing. 
-Perhaps, if the drawings 
were used for treatment, it 
would be better. 
-Yes, it would provide an 
understanding of the pain 
variations. 
-Add words to describe 
emotional and physical 
feelings, such as fatigue. 
 -Yes, it is easier to show 
what is wrong and where the 
pain originated. 
-Options to modify the saved 
pain drawings. 
 -Yes. Helps to remember 
where and when it hurts.  
-Provide possible causes for 
the changes in pain to learn 
about your pain. 
 -Yes. To see the links 
between the pain and any 
training or treatment. 
-Improve the zoom feature.   
 
5.4 EXPLORING NOVEL PAIN METRICS FOR THE CLINICAL USE 
OF DIGITAL PAIN MAPPING  
Symmetrical pain patterns, as assessed using pain drawings, have been used in low-
back pain with distal pain referral, to differentiate between somatic and radicular 
pain (180). However, the assessment of the spread and consistency of pain 
distribution over time, may be a more objective outcome to assist in the clinical 
decision-making process. Therefore, novel pain metrics were used to determine a 
consistency index and the changes of pain distribution spreading over time using 
digital pain drawings. 
5.4.1 ASSESSMENT OF THE PAIN AND DISCOMFORT 
CONSISTENCY 
Pain distribution is a relevant tool to support the clinical decision-making process 
(see section 1.1). Pain and discomfort distribution consistency over time or lack 
thereof, may offer a clearer picture of the pain condition. For example, a diagnosis 
of neuropathic pain includes an assessment of neuroanatomically plausible pain 
distribution consistency (181). Furthermore, the identification of a lack of pain 
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distribution consistency can be used as to  identify other causes of pain such as, 
malignancies (182), appendicitis (183), or aneurysm (184). Therefore, a measure of 
consistency, such as a pain distribution consistency index could capture the 
distribution changes over time. A higher consistency index would indicate similar 
pain and discomfort distribution patterns, as represented in the pain drawings. 
The Jaccard index (see section 2.3.1), was used to assess similarities in pain and 
discomfort distribution among pain drawings and determine a distribution 
consistency index. The Jaccard index was calculated between two consecutive 
weekly pain drawings for each of the patients. Results showed that consecutive 
weekly pain drawings were similar, suggesting pain and discomfort distribution 
consistency on a weekly basis, at a group level. However, a more clinically relevant 
distribution consistency index would assess changes in consistency over a longer 
period, such as from week one to week four, and so on (see section 7.3).  
The Jaccard index has been used to assess the level of pain distribution similarity 
between two pain drawings (75). However, the use of this measure can lead to 
misinterpretations, as it may miss development of pain in a new area, or a change in 
the shape of the pain spread from a large centralized area in the buttocks to a thin 
line from buttocks to foot. Furthermore, the Jaccard index only assesses the 
similarity between two pain drawings at specific time points, missing spatiotemporal 
changes in pain distribution over time. The development of novel pain metrics to 
assess consistency may be a relevant evolution for the clinical application of digital 
pain mapping. The availability of a pain distribution consistency index during the 
patients’ assessment may provide a novel relevant outcome during the clinical 
decision-making process. 
5.4.2 VISUAL ASSESSMENT OF THE OVERALL PAIN 
SPREAD  
To assess the areas where pain and discomfort was more frequently reported, as well 
as the bodily spread, heat maps and contour overlays were created. Only pain 
drawings of the posterior view were explored for the primary pain sites (cervical and 
low-back pain) and presented for male and female. 
Heat maps are used to display frequency visually. The heat maps make for an easy 
visual comparison of common pain locations (18,76). Therefore, to visualize the 
frequency of pain, dull aching, stabbing, burning and numbness sensations, heat 
maps were generated using pain drawings from study II. These heat maps revealed 
that females with low back pain reported larger patterns of pain that referred from 
the low-back and lower limb, than the male patients. Additionally, heat maps 
revealed that females with their primary pain site on the low-back reported burning 
sensations more frequently on the hands, whereas the male counterparts reported 
burning sensations more frequently on the feet (Fig. 5-5).   
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Contour overlays revealed that burning and numbness sensations were perceived as 
more localized (Fig. 5-6). Additionally, the contours revealed that pain and 
discomfort were widespread for females, independently of the primary pain site. 
Similarly, males reported widespread pain and those with back-pain did not report 
pain in the arms. These results concur with previous findings suggesting that chronic 
widespread pain is more prevalent in females than males (185,186). 
 
 
Figure 5-5. Pain heat maps generated by pain drawing overlays of patients with non-
malignant chronic spinally referred pain from study II. Pain heat maps generated from 
patients with their primary pain site on the low-back, representing (A) pain and (B) burning 
quality descriptors. The colour gradients indicate the frequency (%) of patients that reported 
pain and discomfort in the specific location. Darker colours represent the most frequently 
reported location of pain and discomfort. Each heat map has a different scale displaying the 
number of participants (N) and the number of pain drawings. 
 
N=10 N=10




Pain drawings=27 Pain drawings=10
N=134 N=115
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Figure 5-6. Contour overlays generated by pain drawings from patients with non-malignant 
chronic spinally referred pain from study II. Contour overlays generated for men, women, 
and primary pain site (A-cervical and B-low-back) separately. None of the male patients with 
the primary pain site on the cervical spine reported burning sensations. 
5.4.3 CONCURRENT PAIN AND DISCOMFORT QUALITY 
DESCRIPTORS 
Patients submitting digital pain reports were able to select among a range of 10 pain 
descriptors, as well as the general descriptor “pain”. While selecting among quality 
descriptors, patients were able to additionally select the intensity of each descriptor 
among mild, moderate, or severe.  
The pain descriptor selection data obtained from the submitted pain reports also 
allows for novel pain metrics to explore the concurrence or likelihood of reporting a 
specific quality descriptor, based on the actual selected descriptors. The clinical 
interest of exploring concurrent pain descriptors can assist towards a condition’s 
quality descriptor pattern prediction and prognosis. 
The frequency of mild, moderate, and severe pain with concurrent descriptors was 
determined to explore quality descriptors reporting patterns. Severe pain was most 
commonly associated with numbness and throbbing. Similarly, patients that reported 










Fig. 5-7. Concurrence of pain and discomfort quality descriptors using digital pain 
mapping. The color segments offer an easy visualization of the likelihood ratios of having a 
second quality (secondary quality descriptor) at the same time as another quality (primary 
quality). The orange segments represent a likelihood ratio greater than 15%, whereas the 
blue segments represent a likelihood less than 15%. The italic numbers represent the number 
of patients with the primary and secondary quality descriptors. 
5.5 LESSONS LEARNT FROM DATA COLLECTION USING 
DIGITAL PAIN MAPPING IN A CLINICAL POPULATION 
Patients recruited online tended to have better retention rates and be more compliant 
than the patients recruited using the traditional in-house strategy. The online nature 
of the study allowed for the creation of more engaging recruitment strategies and the 
development of interactive pathways to deliver information. This pragmatic 
feasibility study of a web-based pain-mapping app identified insights which may 
improve online recruitment strategies and reporting compliance in future studies: 
- Online-related patient recruitment criteria: 
o Regular access and habitual use of a digital device at home and/or 
work. 
o Access to at least one more device than a smart phone, such as 
digital tablet or computer.  
o Technology literacy and confidence in the use of e-mail, the 
different available devices, and different internet browsers. 
o Name the study with an easy to understand name resulting in a 
catchy acronym, easy to remember. Use it in all correspondence. 
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o Researchers should have continuous access to the recruitment 
platforms to offer potential recruits a fast turn-around response 
time. 
 
- Optimization of the online recruitment strategy: 
o Research the social media platform demographic to inform your 
platform selection. 
o Develop a strategy to maximize social media reach by choosing 
your preferred audience. Development of recruitment 
collaborating partners to share and advertise the study online.  
o Creation of a square video format with a maximal duration of 30-
60 seconds and a clear descriptive title. 
o State the key message in lay language, contact details and direct 
access to further information (i.e. website).  
o Official logos and institutional e-mails from the research 
institution should be used to signal safety and credibility. 
o The message to convey should be clear and reinforced with visual 
cues. 
o The first three seconds need to be of impact to catch the attention. 
o The video should have captions. 
o Suggest viewers to tap for sound. 
o The researchers should appear in the video to humanize the 
research.  
o Ease of contact using direct messaging (i.e. Messenger) to the 
platform with a fast response turn-around time. 
 
- Retention and compliance maintenance: 
o Provide the patient with a journey map to level expectations 
regarding frequency and type of data collection and other forms of 
contact. 
o Remind the patient to check the junk mailbox regularly. 
o Development of a reminder system to suit the individual needs. 
o Optimization of the user journey and identification of the patients’ 
motivation, technical challenges, and limitations. 
o Development of positive reinforcement strategies, such as rapid 
feed-back and personalized comments. 
o Rapid response to queries and comments. 
o Personalize feedback using the patients’ name and friendly 
language.  
o Add a photo of the researchers to create familiarity when 
communicating electronically. 
o Use positive reinforcement strategies. 
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The online recruitment strategy required approximately 80 hours of work prior 
involving researchers and videographers. Time for brainstorming, script writing and 
rehearsing to ultimately record a one-minute video, create a flyer and landing page, 
as well as upload one post on Facebook. The video recording and production, as 
well as the printing of the flyers cost a small fee. The flyer had a QR code directing 
the prospective recruit to a landing page. The landing page had information about 
the study and the researchers’ contact details, and no patients were recruited using 
this pathway. The recruitment video reached 15,256 people, had over 5,000 unique 
viewers, and received 281 engagements (clicks, likes, comments and shares) in 
Denmark. The post was shared 91 times. The top five sharing sites included 
physiotherapy clinics, pharmacies, and spinal pain patient groups. In addition to the 
work involved prior recruitment, 10 minutes were required per participant for the 
screening process (8.5 hours).  
In comparison, the traditional in-house strategy required approximately 20 hours 
prior work to develop documentation, and approximately three two-hour-long 
meetings with the Head of Department to explain the study and agree on a 
collaboration. Similarly, the Head of Department used approximately three hours to 
discuss the study with the department staff and other administrative problem 
solving. The invitations to participate were added to the electronic appointment, 
with an estimate of 200 invitations sent, in a six-month period. Each doctor in the 
department used approximately 10 minutes for every one of the 200 potential 
recruits (33.5 hours). If the patient agreed to participate, a further three minutes were 
used to sign the consent form (1.5 hours). These consent forms were then collected 
from the hospital and delivered to the university. It is estimated that the recruitment 
strategy required approximately 100 hours in total. Therefore, the traditional in-
house recruitment strategy had less direct costs, but required more time, effort, and 
resources than the online strategy.  
To gauge success of each strategy, a cost-benefit ratio was calculated using the basic 
hourly salary rate of the personnel and expenses incurred per patient recruited. The 
cost-benefit ratio for the online strategy was approximately 430DKK per participant; 
whereas the ratio for the traditional strategy was calculated as 1200DKK per 
participant. The online recruitment strategy resulted in approximately double the 
number of patients than the traditional in-house recruitment strategy. Additionally, 
patients recruited online had better reporting compliance. Therefore, the online 
recruitment strategy may prove to be more time and cost-efficient than the 
traditional in-house recruitment strategy. 
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5.6 SUMMARY OF THE MAIN FINDINGS STUDY II           
(CLINICAL USE)  
This PhD project (study II) tracked pain and discomfort remotely using a pain-
mapping app, over a prolonged period, in patients with non-malignant chronic 
spinally referred pain. The main findings were: 
• The feasibility of tracking pain remotely in a research project is depending upon 
retention and compliance. Factors influencing compliance are related to the app 
(ease-of-use and usability), as well as to the patients’ motivation and perceived 
benefit.  
 
• Patients with a better reporting compliance rate were younger and had been 
recruited using an online strategy. The online recruitment strategy using social 
media platforms was more time-efficient than traditional recruitment strategies. 
 
• Barriers of use (technical and communication) need to be overcome to improve 
compliance. Additionally, positive reinforcement strategies need to be 
implemented to improve engagement. 
 
• Novel digital metrics were applied as method to quantify pain beyond area 
(pixels) and intensity measures. These metrics included a distribution 
consistency index, frequency and contour maps, as well as concurrent quality 







CHAPTER 6. NOVEL APPROACHES TO 
QUANTIFY CHANGES IN THE 
INTENSITY OF QUALITY 
DESCRIPTORS 
Quality descriptors can help delineate the driving mechanisms of pain (8,9,154), 
reveal symptom progression (2,9), and help to differentiate between nociceptive, 
neuropathic pain, and peripheral neuropathies (11,187–189).  
In the early 1980s the McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ) (13) was developed  to 
assess the quality and the intensity of pain. The MPQ consisted of 78 qualities to 
describe the sensory and affective dimensions of pain, as well as a body chart. This 
original version of the MPQ was later modified to and named the Short-form MPQ 
(14), where the number of pain descriptors was reduced to 15. Additionally, the 
intensity of each of those 15 descriptors was rated as none, mild, moderate, or 
severe. Furthermore, the Short-form MPQ (Short-form MPQ-2) was revised and a 
total of 22 pain descriptors were included alongside a 0-10 NRS (111). Similarly, 
the Pain Quality Assessment Scale (PQAS) (190) rates the intensity of 16 different 
pain qualities, as well as the level of unpleasantness, depth, and frequency. The 
sensory perception of a quality descriptor is influenced by self-awareness, language, 
and prior experiences (191,192). Changes in sensory perceptions in response to a 
stimulus are assessed using psychometric tests. However, patients with language 
barriers and cognitive limitations may be challenged to identify a descriptor to 
match the perceived sensation. 
Digital health solutions have taken a step beyond the current psychometric tests to 
visualize and quantify sensory perceptions (193,194). The web-based painQUILT 
app (193,195) uses illustrations or icons to represent the sensory perception. For 
example, an icon of a hammer to represent a pounding sensation, or a sword to 
represent stabbing. The Painimation App uses short motion graphics or animations 
of an illustration with sound effects, instead of using a verbal descriptor to describe 
the sensory perception (194). For example, Painimation uses an animation of 
electricity (an angular line moving like a lightning bolt, accompanied by a mains 
hum sound) to represent the sensation of electrifying. Both apps use an illustration 
(animated or not) to overcome the language barrier. However, identifying an 
illustration (i.e. a hammer) with the associated perception (i.e. throbbing descriptor) 
also requires self-awareness and prior experiences. Additionally, both apps quantify 
the intensity of the sensory perception using a rating scale, as well as the percentage 
on the body chart.  
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Study III (77) aimed to assess the relationship between sensory perceptions and a 
range of non-painful transcutaneous electrical stimulation. The digital pain-mapping 
software Animate Pain was used to determine changes in electrically evoked sensory 
perceptions by adjusting a tingling animation (see section 2.3.2 for a description of 
study III methods).  
6.1 QUANTIFYING SENSORY PERCEPTION USING SELF-
ADJUSTED ANIMATIONS (STUDY III) 
Participants received a range of randomized transcutaneous electrical stimulations 
(2, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5 and 6mA) of four seconds duration each. This range was 
repeated three times to elicit sensory perceptions to healthy participants. Following 
each stimulation, participants adjusted two digital visual analogue scales (dVAS) to 
modify the density and speed of the dots from a tingling animation in real-time.  
Study III (77) revealed that participants (N=32) systematically adjusted the density 
parameter of the tingling animation following in a correlated fashion to the intensity 
of the electrical stimulation (fig. 6-1, A-B). No associations were found for the 







Figure 6-1. Relationships between electrical stimulation intensity, perceived intensity 
ratings, and density (N=32). Systematic increases in perceived intensity ratings and density 
for the tingling animation were associated with increases in electrical stimulation intensity 
for (A, B) the complete data set (N = 641 perceived stimulations), (C, D) the data sub-set 
representing perceptions described as tingling (N = 252 stimulations), and (E, F) the data 
sub-set representing the perceptions not described as tingling (N = 389 stimulations). 
Significance (*) adjusted for multiple correlations set at P<0.001. Box and whiskers 
represent the median (line), maximal, and minimal values. Reproduced with permission 
(Galve Villa et al., 2020) 
Tingling was most frequently selected with the low electrical stimulation range (3 to 
4.5mA), with a transition towards the more frequent use of stabbing, drilling, and 
sharp sensations in the upper electrical stimulation range (4.5 to 6mA) (fig. 6-2). 
These results suggest that the low electrical stimulation range was appropriate as an 
experimental tingling model. 
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Figure 6-2. Frequency of quality descriptors selection associated with the different 
electrical stimulations. The bright colours represent the descriptors most frequently selected 
during study III. Tingling was most frequently selected from 3 to 4.5mA. Stabbing and drilling 
had the largest increase in frequency from 4.5 to 6mA, as the frequency of tingling decreased. 
Results from the density adjustments and perceived intensity ratings, as shown in 
figure 6-1, may be explained by the changes in the descriptor selection. Panels C to 
F from figure 6-1 show a trend (not significant) in density and intensity ratings as 
the electrical stimulation increases from the data subsets of the stimulations 
described as tingling (C-D) and the remaining stimulations (E-F). However, the 
complete data set (A-B) shows a significant adjustment in density and intensity 
ratings associated with an increase in stimulation. These results may be explained by 
the descriptors numbness and itchy. Even though tingling is the most frequently 
selected descriptor in the low stimulation range, its frequency decreases as the 
stimulation intensity increases. However, the selection frequency of numbness and 
itchy has the opposite pattern, increasing from 3-4.0mA. Therefore, the descriptors 
numbness and itchy from the non-tingling data sub-set are, perhaps, the cause of the 
different density and intensity ratings results among the complete, tingling, and non-
tingling datasets.  
The MPQ (13,196) characterizes descriptors into sensory, affective, and evaluative 
class and 16 subclasses. Within each subclass, the position of each descriptor is 
based on the relative intensity ranking within that subclass. For example, “hot” 
appears earlier than “scalding” in the thermal subclass list, as “hot” is ranked as a 
less intense sensation than “scalding”. This descriptor relative intensity ranking 
suggests a sensory hierarchy. Our results show a transition from tingling, numbness, 
and itchy towards drilling, stabbing, and sharp, from the lower to the higher 
electrical stimulation intensities. These results suggest a hierarchical relationship 
among these descriptors. In the clinical practice, this hierarchical transition may be 
useful to suggest disease progression when, for example, a patient reports a tingling 
sensation has changed to a stabbing sensation. Therefore, the concept of a hierarchy 
in quality descriptors may be relevant as a tool to identify progression or regression 


































of pain and discomfort symptoms, supplementary to the concurrent quality 
descriptors described in section 5.3.3. 
The use of the self-adjustable animation revealed that the density parameter was 
associated with changes in sensory perceptions. These animations may be useful to 
quantify changes of sensory perceptions, if they can help to overcome language and 
cognitive barriers. However, this will need further research and validation. 
Moreover, the assessment of changes in sensory perceptions over time can offer a 
new temporal dimension into pain mechanisms and assist in the clinical decision-
making process. 
6.2 PARTICIPANTS’ FEEDBACK ON THE ANIMATION  
Semi-structured interviews in study III (77) revealed the participants’ experience 
and insights into the adjustment of the tingling animation to visually represent a 
sensation. The responses obtained from the interviews were transcribed, coded, and 
grouped into three themes (table 6-1). 
Table 6-1. Selected comments describing the appropriateness of the animation, usability 
issues from the Animate Pain app, and suggestions for improvement (N=34). (Reproduced 
with permission Galve Villa, 2020). 
Appropriateness of the 
animation 




-Not happy with the speed 
parameter. 
-The speed was confusing 
and difficult to adjust. 
-It should have an image of 
the whole hand. 
-It represents fine the 
sensations of tingling I felt, 
but if I see it out of context, I 
would not think of tingling. 
-The name “speed” is not 
appropriate, and I found the 
scale very confusing to 
adjust. 
-I would have liked to be 
able to change the shape of 
the dots to something sharp, 
like a triangle. 
-The animation represents 
well what I felt. 
-Not user-friendly. The grey 
colours, the scales. 
-Change the colour so it is 
easier to see the dots. 
-Good baseline animation for 
this study. 
-Difficult to put the sensation 
onto the image. 
 
-Neither animation nor 
canvas matched the 
sensation. 
-I liked the hand 3D image.  
-Easy to adjust.                      
-It is fine. Works well. 
 
 
6.2.1 THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE ANIMATION 
Most participants had a good impression about the suitability of the tingling 
animation (“Good baseline animation for this study”, “The animation matched the 
sensation”). Whereas some participants reported opposite comments (“It didn’t fit”, 
“Neither the animation nor the canvas matched the sensation”), suggesting the 
animation was only suitable to represent a tingling sensation. 
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6.2.2 THE USABILITY OF THE PAIN MAPPING 
SOFTWARE 
Overall, most of the participants identified difficulties adjusting the speed dVAS 
(“The speed was confusing and difficult to adjust”, “The name speed is not 
appropriate and is confusing”, “Not user-friendly”). Furthermore, some participants 
reported difficulty adjusting the dVAS as the dots from the animation were difficult 
to see due to a poor colour contrast (grey dots on grey canvas). A brighter room or a 
larger screen may have offered an improved visibility. Nonetheless, most of the 
participants reported that adjusting the density parameter as intuitive.  
6.2.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING THE SOFTWARE 
Participants most commonly recommended changing the grey colour range of the 
dots and the canvas, having a canvas with the dorsal aspect of the hand, and 
modifying the speed dVAS with a more intuitive rating scale. An interesting 
recommendation was to enable a feature to change in the animation’s shape. Such as 
a feature would change the animation’s dots to, for example, triangles to represent 
the transition from tingling to stabbing. 
6.3 SUMMARY OF THE MAIN FINDINGS FROM STUDY III 
(ANIMATIONS TO QUANTIFY DESCRIPTORS) 
Study III used state-of-the-art software allowing momentary adjustments of an 
animation to quantify changes in perceived intensity, following a range of 
transcutaneous ES. The animation aimed to visually represent a sensation of tingling 
with dots appearing and disappearing. The adjustable features from the animation 
modified the density (number of dots per random unit) and the speed at which the 
dots appeared and disappeared. The findings from study III revealed that: 
• Increases in the animation density were associated with increases in the perceived 
intensity ratings and intensity of the electrical stimulation. These findings imply 
that self-adjustable animations may be a useful method to quantify changes of pain 
and discomfort quality descriptors. 
 
• Increasing the intensity of the ES revealed a hierarchy in quality descriptions 
where perceptions transitioned from tingling, numbness, and itchy to stabbing, 
drilling, and sharp. This hierarchy may be useful to clinically assess the 
progression or regression of pain and discomfort. 
 
• Self-adjustable animations may be a useful tool to assess sensory perceptions 
beyond pain, overcome language and cognitive barriers, and represent a further 




CHAPTER 7. CHALLENGES AND 
LIMITATIONS OF DIGITAL PAIN 
MAPPING 
Digital pain mapping offers advantages as compared to pen-to-paper pain drawings, 
such as improving the systematic quantification of pain, and the momentary 
ecological acquisition of digital pain biomarkers. However, the use of the digital 
pain-mapping app in patients with non-malignant chronic spinally referred pain was 
met with challenges and limitations.  
7.1 METHODOLOGICAL CHALLENGES  
The ability to accurately represent the distribution of a pain perception onto a body 
chart is a basic limitation when using a pain drawing, as the drawing may be 
influenced by the individual’s body image (197,198) and drawing ability (143). This 
limitation is equally present when using pen-to-paper and digital pain drawings. 
Currently, it is unknown whether the individuals’ drawing ability will improve by 
completing pain drawings repeatedly over time, due to motor and cognitive skills 
improvement with repetition (199,200). Additionally, it is unknown whether 
improving the digital drawing equipment from a mouse or finger-tip to an S-pen, or 
modifying the body chart to a more realistic 3D avatar (62,201,202), would 
influence the drawing ability. Challenges and limitations related to the individual 
studies are discussed in the following sections. 
7.1.1 ASSESSMENT OF MOMENTARY PAIN AND PAIN 
RECALL ACCURACY (STUDY I) 
Participants from study I were asked to report the evoked momentary pain intensity 
every 30 seconds from onset until pain cessation, following an injection of HS. 
Additionally, participants were randomized into a drawing or a non-drawing group. 
Participants from the drawing groups captured the momentary pain intensity and 
distribution simultaneously. Seven days after the injection of HS, all participants 
were asked to recall the evoked peak pain intensity and extent (see section 4.1). 
The number of participants in each of the four groups may not have been large 
enough to identify spatiotemporal differences. The high variability of the size of the 
momentary pain area and the lack of more intense momentary pain may have limited 
the ability to detect statistical differences (see Fig. 3.1). Specifically, the momentary 
pain distribution was only captured on 13 participants for each dose. A post-hoc 
effect size calculation for the size of the peak pain (PP) area showed that 10% of the 
size was attributable to the group, suggesting the size of the study was 
underpowered. 
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The pain area recall accuracy for the non-drawing groups was assessed using the 
extent of the peak pain area and the pain distribution from the drawing groups, as a 
reference. The use of the drawing groups’ data as a reference may have influenced 
the recall accuracy assessment between drawing and non-drawing groups. Therefore, 
undermining the results suggesting a lack of influence in pain recall by the repeated 
drawing task. A crossover study design, with four sessions and all subjects 
participating in drawing and non-drawing groups may help overcome this limitation. 
7.1.2 LONGITUDINAL STUDIES USING ECOLOGICAL 
MOMENTARY DATA ACQUISITION (STUDY II) 
The advantages of acquiring ecological momentary digital pain biomarkers (see 
section 1.3) raise methodological challenges due to the lack of standardized quality 
pain reporting (46,90,203). The quality of the data acquired is a common challenge 
for longitudinal studies relying on patients to submit information. For example, in 
study II some patients submitted digital pain reports as requested (weekly), whereas 
other patients submitted the pain reports too often (pockets of data overload) and 
others not often enough (pockets of missing data). Results from study II also show 
differences in the device used (see section 5.1), as well as the quality (drawing style) 
of the pain drawing (see section 5.2) among patients. Lastly, the comments provided 
during pain reporting (section 3.4) highlight differences in the reporting context 
(location and environment). Optimizing data quality may improve the accuracy of 
the results obtained using remote pain mapping and tracking in future clinical 
research studies.  
The lack of contextual information about factors that may influence the patients’ 
pain experience, such as treatment and activity levels, was not systematically 
collected during study II. The contextual information provided by the patients’ 
comments (see section 3.4), suggests that detailed information about the individual 
patient’s social environment may open a window to understand improvements in or 
worsening of pain symptoms. For example, pain may improve after a specific 
treatment in a patient with a sedentary lifestyle. This pain improvement may lead to 
a subsequent improvement in mood and an increase in physical activity. This 
increase in activity can, subsequently, provoke an increase in pain compelling the 
patient to regress to sedentarism, commencing a “yo-yo effect” or vicious cycle of 
pain and inactivity (204,205). Awareness of the causes triggering this vicious cycle 
may contribute to a break in this behavior, leading to better pain self-management. 
Longitudinal studies, such as study II, also have limitations regarding the 
interpretation of results due to confounders (206–208). In study II, time-varying 
confounders, such as a drawing learning curve, motivation, and external stressors, 
may have influenced the interpretation of the results. Likely, these time-confounders 
have influenced the weekly pain fluctuations identified in study II (see section 3.2). 
For example, feedback from patients (see sections 5.2 and 5.3) revealed that the 
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zoom and the brush thickness features from the pain mapping app were difficult to 
use on a small screen (i.e. mobile phone). A device change from a mobile phone to a 
tablet or laptop during the study, may have improved the usability of the above-
mentioned features, therefore, improving the detail of the pain distribution. 
Similarly, contextual changes, such as holidays, a different bed, a new job, and 
social events can influence the access to a specific device, the reporting frequency, 
and the experience of pain, as reflected in the patients’ comments (see section 3.4). 
These examples show the relevance of how longitudinal data collection should be 
standardized, when using digital pain mapping in research studies. Standardizing 
data collection would involve stricter inclusion criteria, with patients committing to 
submit pain reports at a specific time and frequency, using a pre-set-up device 
provided by the researchers. Additionally, the development of educational materials, 
such as a short online interactive course highlighting the common issues identified 
by study II, instructions about the pain reporting frequency and reminders 
throughout the study, would align expectations among patients and researchers. 
Furthermore, developing notification methods to identify pain drawings with 
possible errors (i.e. drawing a circle around the pain location, rather than drawing 
the size of the area of pain on the location) would also optimize data quality.  
The lack of standardization appears to be common in studies using digital health for 
data acquisition. A recent review assessed 23 validation studies for 58 wearable 
devices using a common data collection method (accelerometry) to monitor and 
report physical activity (209). This review highlighted the variety of methods and 
reporting outcomes used, some reportedly inappropriate and incomplete, and 
suggests the need for guidelines to enhance the methodology for digital health 
studies (209).  
7.1.3 ANIMATIONS FOR THE QUANTIFICATION OF 
CHANGES IN QUALITY DESCRIPTORS (STUDY III) 
Study III used a pre-determined animation to visually represent the sensations 
evoked by a range of electrical stimulation intensities. Therefore, participants were 
limited to a single animation to depict a range of evoked sensations. Furthermore, 
participants were limited to represent the spread of the evoked sensations on the 
volar aspect of the hand, unable to capture any sensations perceived in the dorsal 
aspect and underestimating the area of spread. Therefore, the results may have 
reflected a lower size of sensation area. However, results showed a trend of localized 
spread, rather than referred, evoked sensation. This trend suggests that the lack of 
area reporting in the dorsal aspect of the hand (referred pain) may not have 
influenced the results. 
There were usability issues with the speed dVAS identified during the feedback with 
the participants at the end of the session (see section 6.2). The poor usability of the 
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speed dVAS may have driven participants to adjust the density dVAS, due to a lack 
of other modifiable features. Modifying the speed dVAS to a more intuitive format, 
as well as the addition of novel shape-adjusting features, may improve the accuracy 
of the results in further studies.  
7.2 ANALYTICAL LIMITATIONS 
Study II used digital pain reports to assess changes in pain and discomfort intensity 
and extent over time (see section 3.2). Patients were able to report distribution using 
11 different quality descriptors. The pain and discomfort extent, as assessed in 
pixels, was calculated by the sum of all the quality descriptors used in the weekly 
pain report. However, some pain reports may have had a quality descriptor location 
overlap, resulting in an overestimation of the pain and discomfort extent. 
A pain distribution consistency index was explored as an advanced tool to assist in 
the clinical decision-making process (see section 5.4.1). However, the Jaccard index 
results have no clinical implications and the results may be misleading. For example, 
a high Jaccard index could suggest similarities between two pain drawings with 
equal pain areas in general but missing other small pain areas with clinical 
implications (see fig. 5.3). Furthermore, in study II, the Jaccard index assessed the 
similarity in consecutive pain drawings, determining that pain and discomfort 
distribution does not change weekly. This suggests that the Jaccard index was not an 
appropriate measure to assess changes of pain distribution over time.  
7.3 SUMMARY OF THE MAIN FINDINGS (CHALLENGES AND 
LIMITATIONS) 
Data collection using digital pain mapping can lead to a range of methodological 
challenges and limitations. This PhD thesis revealed the following challenges and 
limitations: 
• Study I showed that repeated pain drawings did not influence the accuracy of the 
pain distribution recall. However, the assessment of the pain recall accuracy in the 
non-drawing groups may have been influenced by comparing the non-drawing 
groups’ recalled pain drawings with the drawing groups’ baseline pain drawings. 
Therefore, the influence of the repeated pain drawing task may have been 
underestimated. 
 
• Study II identified methodological challenges due to the lack of standardized 
acquisition of digital pain biomarkers. Additionally, study II highlighted the need 





• Study III explored the ability to perceive and visually represent quality descriptors 
using a self-adjustable animation. However, usability issues related to the speed-
adjusting scale may have limited the results. 
 
• The combination of further development of digital health technologies and deeper 
understanding of the user journey and motivation, as well as an increase in the 
understanding of the challenges and limitations met by different users (patients and 






















CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND 
FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
The current PhD thesis has addressed three specific objectives: (1) identify and 
quantify spatiotemporal patterns of experimental and clinical pain intensity, extent, 
and distribution using digital pain-mapping apps, (2) quantify changes in 
experimentally evoked tingling sensations using adjustable animations, and (3) 
determine barriers of use, challenges, and limitations of the different digital pain-
mapping technologies utilized.  
8.1 CONCLUSIONS 
Study I showed dose-response differences of hypertonic saline (HS) evoked-pain 
intensity, extent, and distribution over time; whereas no differences were identified 
at peak pain. Pain extent was revealed as a less susceptible outcome to be influenced 
by pain catastrophizing and perceived stress. Furthermore, study I determined that 
continuous pain reporting using digital pain drawings does not influence the pain 
recall accuracy 7-days later. Therefore, these findings support the use of digital pain 
mapping to capture momentary changes in pain continuously over time. This study 
implies the importance of pain extent, as well as, pain intensity in the assessment of 
experimentally evoked pain. These results should be considered in the 
methodological planning of future studies using HS. 
Study II showed fluctuations in intensity and extent in clinical pain, as assessed 
remotely using digital pain drawings. This study showed that chronic pain may not 
be as stable as may have been previously thought, and that identifying contextual 
factors that increase or decrease the pain may be the key to better management. Pain 
extent was found as being less susceptible to pain catastrophizing, similarly to the 
findings from study I. However, study II showed that pain extent alongside pain 
distribution provided clinically relevant data for the pain assessment. Patients’ 
usability assessment suggested that digital pain mapping was a useful and easy-to-
use pain communication tool. Therefore, these findings further support digital pain 
mapping as a clinically relevant tool for the assessment and communication of pain. 
Study II also identified better compliance rates in younger patients recruited from an 
online strategy. Online recruitment was revealed as more time and cost-efficient 
than the traditional in-house recruitment strategy. A checklist was devised for the 
implementation of online recruitment strategies in future research. This study also 
highlighted the importance of understanding the patients’ motivation to optimize the 
response compliance rate. These results support the further development of pain 
mapping technology and exploring its implementation in healthcare settings. 
Lastly, study III took a step beyond the classic pain assessment and showed that 
self-adjustable animations may be a useful tool to quantify changes in sensory 
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perceptions beyond pain. Additionally, results from study III support the concept of 
a pain quality hierarchy which may be useful to clinically assess the progression or 
regression of pain and discomfort.  
In summary, the three PhD studies contribute towards the use of remote digital pain 
mapping and tracking to obtain a more detailed picture of the patients’ pain 
experience. Digital pain mapping can utilize novel digital pain metrics to assess and 
quantify spatiotemporal patterns of pain and discomfort distribution. These three 
studies create a platform to visually communicate pain, using self-adjustable 
animations, to map and track changes in ecological momentary pain and discomfort 
over prolonged periods. Therefore, digital pain mapping can optimize patient-
clinician communication of pain and discomfort. 
8.2 FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
The limitations and challenges outlined in this PhD should be used to better inform 
current and future digital health tools to meet the user’s needs. This PhD project 
underscores the relevance of user-centred design principles to understand the 
perceived user benefit (patient and clinician) and user journey at the outset. 
Integrated user-centred methodologies, such as  design thinking strategies and co-
development approaches during the development process (210,211) may facilitate 
compliance, adoption, and implementation.  
Prospective developments of digital pain mapping may involve the use of 360° 3D 
body charts, including a non-binary gender chart option, to allow the capture of the 
pain and discomfort distribution, without spatial limitations, as it spreads around the 
body. This body chart development could also make use of augmented or virtual 
reality (201) to capture pain and discomfort distribution, as well as the depth of pain. 
The use of augmented or virtual reality would allow for self-adjustable animations, 
rather than the use of colours or intensity rating scales, to quantify changes in pain 
qualities. While these virtual body charts represent a technology advancement, they 
would also present technological, accessibility, and methodological challenges.  
Machine-learning is a powerful pattern finder and claims to be useful to predict, 
personalize and, in some cases, prevent pathological processes (212). Future 
analysis of digital pain drawings may also benefit from machine-learning models. 
For example, machine learning could improve the quality of the pain drawings by 
automatically filling out areas of pain from a circle outline, therefore allowing a 
more accurate account of the pain extent, as assessed in pixels. Additionally, 
applying machine learning may reveal spatiotemporal patterns of pain and 
discomfort that may help to manage and predict prognosis in pain conditions 
(91,213). However, machine-learning models can give false positive presenting 
results that can be misinterpreted, leading to overdiagnosis or misleading 
conclusions (214,215). The combination of different pain-mapping technologies to 
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allow remote ecological momentary assessment (EMA) and the use of animations to 
capture pain and discomfort over time, together with machine learning, has the 
potential to disrupt and advance pain assessment in the clinical and research fields. 
The combination of EMA and monitoring, machine learning analysis, and clinician 
interpretation may be the next step for pain management and mechanism-based 
research. A clinical decision-making process, supported by digital biomarkers, may 
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APPENDIX. SUMMARY OF STUDIES 
USING PAIN DRAWINGS  
This table shows the evolution of pain drawings and the changes in the use and 
patient population about time. Pain drawings’ methodological milestones, as 
inspired by Shaballout (46), in the areas of concept development (*), data 
acquisition (#), data analysis (§), and visualization (¤) are highlighted in the table 
(N/A=not applicable). 
Authors Year Study population Main findings 
Palmer (44) # § 1949 Patients with pain Symmetry in the pain drawings can 
differentiate between organic and 
functional nervous disorders. 
Melzack (196) * 1975 N/A Development of the McGill Pain 
Questionnaire scoring system. 
Mooney, Cairns, 
Robertson  (47) * 
1976 Patients with prolonged 
pain disability 
Evaluation of five methods to assess 
psychological treatment. 
Ransford, Cairns, 
Mooney (54) § 
1976 Patients with low-back 
pain 
A pain drawing scoring system is 
associated with hypochondriasis and 
hysteria. 
Margoles      
(216) *# 
1980 N/A Proposition for a standardized body 
charts template with four views to cover 
all body areas. 
Toomey, Gover, 
Jones (48) # § 
1983 Patients with chronic 
facial, back, or 
extremity pain 
Spatial distribution of pain sites can be a 
useful clinical indicator of psychological 
disturbance. 
Margolis, Krause, 
Tait (217) § 
1985 Patients with chronic 
pain 
Development of a pain drawing 
lateralization scoring system based on 
the number of body areas. 
Fordyce et al.    
(218) § 
1986 Patients with acute 
low-back pain 
Patients from the behavioral treatment 
group had returned to pre-pain onset 
outcomes at the 9-12 months follow up. 
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Gatchel et al.    
(219) § 
1986 Patients with chronic 
low-back pain 
Multi-modal pain management 
improves psychological outcomes and 
physical function. 
Margolis, Tait, 
Kraus (49) § 
1986 Patients with chronic 
low-back pain 
A body surface scoring system can 
predict psychological distress or 
disfunction. 
Cummings, 
Routan (220) * § 
1987 Patients with chronic 
pain 
The area of pain is more accurately 
represented by doctors-driven pain 
drawings, than patient self-reported pain 
drawings. 
Udén, Landin      
(45) * # § 
1987 Patients with clinical 
suspicion of a 
prolapsed disc 
Pain drawings alone cannot predict the 
presence or absence of a prolapsed disc. 
Hldebrandt et al.  
(58) * § 
1988 Patients with low-back 
pain 
A pain drawing scoring system is unable 
to screen for psychological impairment. 
Donelson et al. 
(221) § 
1991 Patients with 
nonspecific low-back 
pain with or without 
referred leg pain 
The location of referred pain and the 
intensity of central and referred pain can 
be changed by spinal flexion and 
extension movements. 
Toomey et al. 
(222) 
1991 Patients with chronic 
pain 
Pain distribution may be a clinically 
relevant marker of disability in patients 
with chronic pain. 
Mann, Brown   
(223) # § ¤ 
1991 Patients with low-back 
pain 
Development of an artificial neuronal 
network to recognize patterns of pain 
description using pain drawings. 
Mann, Brown, 
Enger (66) # § 
1991 Patients with low-back 
pain 
A computerized statistical method can 
assist to classify pain drawings into 




1992 Patients with back pain The frequency scoring of pain drawing 
can be used as a screening tool for 
psychological vulnerability. 
North el at.     
(69) # § 
1992 Patients with spinal 
cord stimulator  
Computerized analysis can be useful to 
indicate the electrodes’ positioning. 
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Bryner (73) # § 1994 Patients with low-back 
pain 
Grid-based assessments of pain 




1994 Patients with low-back 
pain 
Pain distribution, but not extent, can 
assist towards subgrouping of patient 
with back pain. 




Development of a scoring system for the 
McGill Pain body chart. 
Parker, Wood, 
Main (55) § 
1995 Patients with chronic 
low-back pain 
Three pain drawing scoring systems 
cannot differentiate patients with 
psychological distress, between organic 
and non-organic pain patterns. 
Escalante et al. 
(226) 
1996 Rheumatology and 
post-surgical patients 
Validation of a scoring system for the 
McGill Pain body chart to assess pain 
distribution. 
Ohlund et al. 
(227) 
1996 Blue collar workers A body area score of pain extent may be 




1996 Patients referred to 
lumbar disc surgery 
A pain drawing scoring system is not 
supported as a pre-operative 
psychological screening tool 
Türp, Kowalski, 
Stohler (229) § 
1997 Female patients with 
chronic facial pain 
Pain intensity, pain distribution and high 
scores in the Beck depression inventory 





1997 Patients undergoing 
discography 




1997 Pregnant women Women with posterior pelvic tilt are 
more likely to have referred leg pain. 
Roach et al. (232) 1997 Patients with low-back 
pain 
Pain intensity, pain drawings and a 
position questionnaire have a good test-
retest reliability. 
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Türp et al. (233) 1998 Female patients with 
chronic facial pain 
Widespread pain is prevalent in patients 
with chronic facial pain. 
Alo et al (234) # 1998 Patients with spinal 
cord stimulator 
Multiple electrodes and stimulation 
programs can reduce pain intensity and 
increase paresthesia overlap. 
Reigo, Troop, 
Timpka (235) # 
1998 Patients with low-back 
pain 
Knowledge of the patient’s clinical 





1999 Patients with low-back 
pain with or without 
leg pain 
Pain drawings may be a co-adjuvant 
diagnostic tool to identify the disc level 
associated with the pain. 
Toomingas (52) * 1999 Middle-age workers Symmetrical neck and shoulder pain 
distribution are characterized based on 
duration and severity. 
Sanders, Mann     
(67) # § 
2000  An artificial neural network can 
subgroup pain drawings based on 
dermatomes. 
Türp, Kowalski, 
Stohler (237) * 
2000 Female patients with 
temporomandibular 
pain 
Generic pain intensity ratings may 
provide a better picture than site-
specific intensity ratings. 
Ghinea et al.     
(238) * § 
2002  Geographical information systems are 
proposed as a method to visualize and 
analyze pain drawings. 
Gagliese, 
Melzack (239) 
2003 Patients with chronic 
pain  
Age differences are identified in the 
selection of pain quality descriptors. 
Bertilson, 
Grunnesjö, 
Strender (240) * 
2003 Patients with neck and 
shoulder pain 
Some clinical tests may not be reliable. 
Knowledge of the medical history, 
including pain drawings, may improve 
the prevalence of clinical findings. 
Masferrer, 
Prendergast, 
Hagell (51) * 
2003 Patients with neck, 
low-back or radicular 
referred pain 
Colored pain drawings are as useful as 
black and white drawings. 
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North et al.   
(241) # 
2003 Patients with spinal 
cord stimulator 
Automated and self-adjustable spinal 
cord stimulators are more effective and 





2004 Patients with chronic 
pain 
A computerized pain assessment 
program can identify differences in pain 
intensity and location among patients 
and health individuals. 
Hwang et al.     
(243)  ¤ 
2005 Healthy participants Experimentally evoked referred pain 
patterns resemble dermatomes. 




Wheelchair users may benefit from 
using visual analogues scales and pain 
drawings to assess their pain. 
Slipman et al.   
(245) ¤ 





2006 Healthy participants Experimentally evoked local and 




2006 Patients with 
osteoporotic vertebral 
fractures 
The pain location may be misleading 
towards the location of the fracture. 
Carnes et al. 
(248) 
2007 General population     
in the UK 
Chronic pain located in a single site is 
less common than multi-site location. 
Linder, Svensson 
(249) 
2007 Long-term sick-listed 
patients 
A combination of depression severity 
and pain extent can be a useful to assess 
rehabilitation needs. 
Ghinea et al.       
(62) * # 
2008  Development of 3-D pain drawings 
Thompson et al. 
(250) * 
2009 Patients with chronic or 
frequent knee pain 
Knee pain can be location can differ, 
suggesting a variety of pain sources. 
McClish et al 
(251) 
2009 Patients with sickle cell 
disease 
Pain sites and location vary in frequency 
by age. 
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2009 Patients with chronic 
pain 
Quantification of the pain area using a 
computerized assessment of pain 
drawings. 
Felix et al. (252) 2010 Patients referred for 
spinal surgery 
Quantitative computerized pain 
drawings can be a useful clinical tool. 
Jud et al. (253) # 2010 Breast cancer survivors Body charts with a breast outline can 




2011 Patients with chronic 
pain 
Good intra-rater reliability of a 
computer-aided pain area quantification. 
Elson et al.   
(255) # 
2011 Patients with knee pain Development and validation of a 
photographic knee pain map. 
Jamison et al. 
(64) * 
2011 Patients with chronic 
pain 
Three-dimensional pain mapping is a 
reliable method to report pain location. 
Alonso-Blanco et 
al. (256) § 
2012 Female patients with 
myofascial 
temporomandibular 
pain and fibromyalgia 
syndrome 
Identification of differences in the 
location of areas of referred pain. 
Egloff et al.  
(180) § 
2012 Patients with 
somatoform-functional 
pain 
Identification of drawing criteria to use 
pain drawings as a screening tool. 
Pierce et al.  
(257) # 
2012 Pregnant women High prevalence of lumbo-pelvic pain. 
Renner et al. 
(258)  
2012 Patients with 
endometriosis 
Development of endometriosis pain 
maps. 
Chatterton et al. 
(259) 
2013 Patients with foot pain Reliable repeatability scores of foot pain 
drawings. 
Prins, van der 
Wurff, Groen 
(132) 
2013 Patients with chronic 
low-back pain with and 
without referred leg 
pain 
Patients with referred leg pain have 
more intense pain, higher disability 




Jaatun et al (63) # 2013 Patients with advanced-
stage cancer 
iPad-based pain assessment has better 
results than pen-to-paper and laptop-
based assessments. 
Southerst et al.  
(260) # 
2013 Patients with whiplash-
associated disorders 
Good inter-examiner reliability of pain 
drawings acquired from pen-to-paper 
and electronic body charts. 
Gerhardt et al. 
(140) 
2014 General population in 
Germany 
Patients with chronic back pain may 
also have pain sites located outside the 
back. 
Gumina et al. 
(261) 
2014 Patients with postero-
superior rotator cuff 
tear 
Development of pain distribution maps 
for rotator cuff tears. 
Spyridonis et al. 
(201) * 
2014 Wheelchair users and 
clinicians 
Development of a virtual reality 
application for the assessment of pain. 
Tucker et al. 
(262) * 
2014 Healthy participants Description of experimentally evoked 
pain intensity, location, depth, and 
quality in different low-back muscles. 
Barmettler et al. 
(263) 
2015 Patients with migraine 
headaches 
Description of spatiotemporal pain 
patterns and quality descriptors. 




Identification of two different pain 
pattern phenotypes. 
Barbero et al. (75) 2015 Patients with chronic 
back and neck pain 
Digital pain drawings have a good test-
retest reliability. 
Jaatun et al.    
(71) # 
2015 Patients with advanced-
stage cancer 
Development of a web-based pain 
drawing solution, as well as design 
guidelines for software development.  
Torstesson et al. 
(265) 
2015 Female patients with 
chronic pelvic pain 
Description of referred pain patterns. 
Van Hecke et al. 
(266) 
2015  Consensus for neuropathic pain 
phenotyping. 
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Boudreau et al. 
(61) 
2016 Patients with chronic 
neck pain 
Touchscreen acquired pain drawings are 
as reliable as pen-to-paper. Three-
dimensional body charts are more 
accurate than 2-D. 
Tesarz et al. (42) 2016 Patients with chronic 
low-back pain 
Description of the stable or spread of 
pain extent over time. 
Van Ginckel et al 
(267) 
2016 Patients with medial 
tibiofemoral 
osteoarthritis 
Diffuse pain location associated with 
more severe and physical dysfunction 
than pain isolated to the medial aspect 
Hawkins et al. 
(268) 
2016 Patients with orofacial 
pain 
Patients report multiple pain sites 
outside the orofacial area. 
Lluch Girbés et 
al. (127) 
2016 Pre-operative patients 
with knee osteoarthritis 
Widespread pain distribution is 
associated with some central 
sensitization signs. 
Falla et al. (269) 2016 Patients with whiplash-
associated disorders 
Widespread pain extent is associated 
with disability, depression, and self-
efficacy. 
Egsgaard et al.    
(74) * # 
2016 Female patients with 
chronic pain 
Gender-specific body charts may 
facilitate more accurate pain 
communication. 
Poulsen et al. 
(270) 
2016 Patients with hip 
osteoarthritis 
Description of common pain 
distribution. 
Zhang et al.   
(271) § 
2016 Datasets from multiple 
patients 
Assessment of machine learning 
methods for diagnosis prediction. 
Barbero et al. 
(144) 
2017 Female patients with 
fibromyalgia syndrome 




Rathleff (76) § 
2017 Patients with 
patellofemoral pain 
Identification of symmetrical and non-
symmetrical pain distribution patterns. 
Candela et al. 
(272) 
2017 Patients with adhesive 
capsulitis 




Cruder et al. (18) 2018 Musicians High prevalence of pain, and correlation 
between pain extent and disability. 
Doménech-García 
et al. (117) 
2018 Pain-free patients 
recovering from a 
shoulder fracture 
Pressure-induce pain is larger in patients 
recovering from fracture than in healthy 
participants. 
Boudreau et al. 
(20) § 
2018 Patients with 
patellofemoral pain 
Identification of distinct Anchor, hook, 
and ovate pain distribution patterns. 
Rio et al. (273) 2018 Australian rules 
football players 
Self-reported pain drawings are more 
reliable than clinician pain drawings. 
Neubert et al. 
(274) 
2018 Chronic pain patients 
and clinicians 
Development, evaluation, and usability 
of a tablet-based software app to acquire 
pain drawings and related symptoms. 
Shaballout et al. 
(19) §  
2018 Patients in acute pain Electronic pain drawings can improve 
the patient-clinician communication. 
Wallace et al. 
(275) § 
2018 Patients with chronic 
pain 
Development of a pain drawing 
compound score. 
Swinnen et al. 
(276) 
2018 Patients with axial 
spondyloarthritis 
Females are more likely to report 
widespread pain than men. 
Riis et al. (131) 2019 Patients with chronic 
neck pan 
Pain extent is associated with disability, 
depression, and clinical tests. 
Fernández-de-las-
Peñas et al. (277) 
2019 Female patients with 
carpal tunnel syndrome 
Pain extent is not associated with 
physical or psychological variables. 
Caseiro et al. (70) 2019 Patients and clinicians Clinicians have a good reliability to 
reproduce pen-to-paper pain to digital 
pain drawings. 
Galve Villa et al. 
(77) * # ¤ 
2020 Healthy participants Self-adjustable animations may be a 
useful tool to quantify changes in 
quality descriptors. 
Galve Villa et al. 
(143) #  
2020 Participants with 
chronic non-malignant 
spinally referred pain 
The pain and discomfort intensity and 
extent fluctuate as captured remotely 
over a prolonged period.  
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